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Editorial

© WAZA
Gerald Dick and confiscated radiated tortoise at Taipei Zoo.

Dear WAZA members and friends!
This edition of WAZA NEWS has a focus on elephants
with good reasons. It is part of a series on charismatic
animals in zoos and aquariums and follows the pandas
of the last edition. Elephants are facing their biggest
conservation crisis and therefore articles are highlight‑
ing the illegal trade of ivory, the related political dimen‑
sion and many zoo supported conservation projects
in the field. The long expected export of elephants
from Swaziland to three US zoos did finally take place
despite activities of animal rights groups. Animal wel‑
fare issues and improvements are addressed through
a partnership project in Sri Lanka.
WAZA is continuously supporting the improvements
of animal welfare and husbandry and is therefore plan‑
ning a welfare focused accreditation summit together
with all regional associations in August this year.
As a concrete follow‑up of the new strategy “Caring
for Wildlife” this meeting will offer the opportunity to
address any issues in order to establish a system in sup‑
port of high animal welfare standards. I am grateful to
Wildlife Reserves Singapore for hosting this important
event and to the regions for their active support
and cooperation.
In the next edition marine mammals will be in the focus,
a diverse group which has caused some controversy
and attention in the media.
Best wishes,
Gerald Dick | Executive Director

Susan
Hunt
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© Perth Zoo
Susan and ring-tailed lemur.

Caring for large mammals such as
elephants and marine mammals remains an issue of high public interest
and in this edition of WAZA News we
explore this theme, focussing on the
acquisition and care of elephants.

Meanwhile, the threats to elephants
in the wild are more and more serious. Zoos are important players in
raising public awareness of this and
raising funds for elephant conservation. At Perth we work with partners
Frankfurt Zoological Society to protect a group of 200 wild elephants
in Bukit Tigapuluh in Sumatra. Our
Perth Zoo elephants help raise funds
to keep those elephants thriving in
the wild. We call it “animals helping
animals”, and it works. In keeper
talks, Zoo staff talk not only about
how we care for elephants in Perth
but also about the wild elephants in
Sumatra. Our local community loves
Tricia the elephant – and they donate
to save her wild cousins.

Perth Zoo’s Asian elephant matriarch, ‘Tricia’ (whose name reflects
a past era – she is named after the
1963 ‘Miss Australia’) is almost
60 years old. She came to Perth Zoo
when elephants were just curious;
when few people had an understanding of or interest in the complexity of
elephants’ social systems, or of their
prodigious intelligence. It was then
acceptable for Tricia to be kept as
a lone elephant and for her to live in
a small cement enclosure. Thankfully,
there have been enormous changes
Zoos have changed; are changing;
in zoo animal care since the time of
and will continue to change. Let’s
Tricia’s arrival; and zoos and aquaricelebrate them. I was struck by this
ums continue to change and adapt in with the statement of the CEO of
animal care and practice.
Seaworld (and WAZA member), Joel
Manby announcing the changes in
The growth in understanding and
animal care taking place with the
knowledge in zoos and aquariums
killer whales in Seaworld’s care.
means that elephants are now manSeaworld has been instrumental in
aged in social groups in large areas;
building understanding about killer
animals have choices, enrichment
whales, and has been a significant
and excellent veterinary care. We focus on the needs of individual animals,
using positive operant conditioning;
and in the context of ongoing review
on process improvements.

contributor to changing community’s attitudes about these amazing
marine mammals. As Joel Manby
said, zoos and aquariums are a part
of the reason that our public are
now so passionate about conserving
wildlife. And that’s a success. https://
seaworldcares.com/Future/.
The capacity to change and move
forward are vital to modern zoos
and aquariums. We are constantly
changing, reflecting new and growing knowledge of animals and being
effective ‘shopfronts’ for the public to wildlife conservation action.
I strongly encourage all zoos to
reference the two WAZA strategies
Caring for Wildlife and Committing
to Conservation to understand and
realise this change.

…Zoos have
changed; are
changing; and will
continue to change.
Let’s celebrate
them.…
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John F. Calvelli – Wildlife Conservation Society

Taking Back the Streets
to Fight Wildlife Crime
An estimated 35,000 elephants are
killed each year in Africa due to the
global ivory trade. That’s 96 elephants a day or one every 15 minutes.
In 2013, the Wildlife Conservation
Society established a campaign called
96 Elephants to focus attention on the
senseless slaughter of these highly
intelligent and social animals.
I am pleased to report that, with the
support of more than two hundred
partners that include nearly 130
members of the US‑based Association of Zoos and Aquariums, the 96
Elephants campaign has successfully
brought together governments, ordinary citizens and non‑governmental
organizations in a unified effort
aimed at ending the illegal ivory trade
and saving this extraordinary and
iconic species.
At the time the campaign began,
demand for ivory had exploded in
China as a rising middle class began
collecting traditional – and previously
unaffordable – carved handicrafts as
a status symbol. Yet China was not
the only place where ivory consumption was expanding. The United
States and Europe have long been
major destinations for illegal ivory,
with the US likely the largest ivory
market outside of Asia.

It’s not hard to see why. In the past
decade the insatiable demand for
ivory has sent prices skyrocketing. Yet
the acquisition of this lucrative commodity has become a ghastly enterprise. Once the work of local villagers
seeking to provide food and security
for their families, ivory poaching has
evolved into a sophisticated criminal
endeavor conducted by coordinated
syndicates increasingly tied to armed
rebel groups like the Lord’s Resistance Army. Across sub‑Saharan Africa,
these actions are destabilizing local
communities and instilling fear and
terror.
The 96 Elephants campaign was constructed on three pillars to address
this crisis: stop the killing, stop the
trafficking and stop the demand. To
stop the killing we have advocated for
and supported the commitment of
greater resources to wildlife rangers
and ecoguards, assisting them in their
work through the use of technology
such as the WCS‑led SMART tool that
provides rangers real‑time information about the movements and actions of poachers.
To address the trafficking of ivory
and its demand, we have waged
an aggressive effort to educate the
public and representatives of government in the United States, Europe,
and elsewhere about the connection
between commercial ivory sales and
the slaughter of elephants, as well as
the need to increase anti‑trafficking
enforcement at key ports and
strengthen penalties.

© WCS
WCS president and CEO
Cristián Samper, kneeling
beside a recently killed
elephant. Niassa, Mozambique,
photo by Alistair Nelson.
Poster of 96 elephants campaign.

And yet we always ponder how we
can break through the immense
amount of information that is available through media channels today.
We noted that most Americans – after a steady intake of popular crime
television shows in the United States –
are familiar with what happens on
streets that go unprotected. They’ve
seen taped‑off crime scenes and the
pavement chalk marks indicating the
position in which innocent victims
were discovered dead.

© WCS
Times Square, New York, ivory crush
on 19 June 2015 with US Interior
Secretary Sally Jewell.

Ivory burning ceremony in Colombo, Sri Lanka, January 2016.

The Association of Zoos and Aquariums became one of the first members
in the 96 Elephants campaign. Across
the United States, individual zoos and
aquariums have been indispensable
partners, working with the United
States Congress and local governments to strengthen restrictions on
the ivory trade at both the national
and subnational level.
I could not have imagined that in the
span of a few short years, we would
have passed bans on the sale and
trade of ivory in four states – New York,
New Jersey, California, and Washington – that includes two of the largest
ivory markets in the nation. As I write,
Hawaii, with the 3rd largest market, is
poised to become the next state to
ban ivory sales, with Oregon and other
states likely soon to follow.

These state bans complement and
bolster federal enforcement efforts.
In 2013, the Obama administration
created the Presidential Task Force
on Wildlife Trafficking, instructing
government agencies to take action
to end this crisis and supporting
restrictive new rules by the US Fish
and Wildlife Service to ban the commercial import, export and interstate
trade in ivory with limited exceptions.
And to further set an example for
the global community, the US Fish
and Wildlife Service publicly – with
the support of 96 Elephants and
its partners – destroyed six tons of
confiscated elephant ivory in November 2013. A second crush in New York
City’s Times Square followed almost
two years later.

© CITES Secretariat

After raising awareness of the threat
to elephants and uniting to push for
legislative action, the 96 Elephants
campaign now enters a new, third
phase, in which its central focus will
turn to fighting the crimes of wildlife
poaching and trafficking. In the coming year, the 96 Elephants campaign
will be working in a variety of creative
ways to engage its members in this
effort and make their voices heard by
our elected leaders on legislation such
as the END Wildlife Trafficking Act.

As we enter the next phase of our
96 Elephants campaign we hope this
imagery will help us tell a story of
elephants being slaughtered far from
such streets while also paying tribute
to the more than 100 conservation
rangers killed each year protecting
threatened wildlife in the line of duty.
It is widely known that many of the
roads and trails they travel in Africa
were stamped out over centuries by
generations of elephants. By confiscating the ivory, rhino horn, and other
wildlife parts cruelly and illegally acquired by criminals seeking a profit at
the expense of innocent lives, we can
begin to take back those streets.

www.96elephants.org
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Susan Lieberman – Wildlife Conservation Society

Global Zoos and Aquariums
Can Play a Key Role in Confronting
the Elephant Poaching Crisis
Poaching for the illegal ivory trade
has surged in the past decade, and
African elephants are now in the
midst of the greatest poaching crisis
they have ever experienced. A study
published in 2014 found that some
100,000 elephants were illegally killed
for their ivory across Africa between
2010 and 2012. Our scientists also
demonstrated that between 2002
and 2013, Central Africa lost approximately 200,000 forest elephants – a
population decline of 65% – and
heavy poaching continues to this day.
At this rate, forest elephants could
be effectively extinct across most of
their range within a decade. Increasingly, evidence and intelligence have
shown that this large‑scale ivory
trafficking is being run by transnational organized criminal syndicates
that are moving illegal elephant ivory
out of Africa and into markets in Asia,
Europe, and the United States.

…A motion has
been submitted
to the IUCN World
Conservation
Congress that calls
on all countries to
close their domestic
ivory markets…

© Julie Larsen Maher / WCS
African elephants.

Globally, the Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS) runs conservation
programs and projects in approximately 60 countries around the world
and works with partner governments
in the management of more than 200
million acres of protected lands – in
addition of course to running the
Bronx Zoo, NY Aquarium, and two
other zoos in New York City. WCS is
very active in combating the threat
of poaching and illegal wildlife trade,
both in our field and country programs across the globe and through
policy advocacy. WCS has extensive
experience working on‑the‑ground to
conserve elephants in 15 of the 37 African elephant range States and 9 of
13 Asian elephant range States – and
it is that extensive field presence that
informs our advocacy and leadership in the current fight to stop the
poaching of elephants and trafficking
in their ivory.

© Andrea Turkalo / WCS
Dzanga Bai – a forest clearing in the Central African Republic.

The poaching crisis we are in the
midst of today is driven by multiple
factors – including weak or non‑existent governance, corruption, greed,
and high consumer demand. Weak
governance in many range, transit,
and consumer countries provides the
enabling environment for these criminals to thrive; and the illegal ivory
trade, in turn, exacerbates conflict,
corruption, and poverty in countries
that are already struggling to defend
their economic and national security.
There are ongoing efforts to tackle
all of these, including intensification
of anti‑poaching efforts, enhanced
work with local communities, and
assistance to governments with
anti‑trafficking and intelligence‑led
law enforcement. But more must
be done.

A key issue that must be tackled –
While the international commercial
and one we can all do something
trade in ivory has been banned since
about – is the presence of legal
1990, under the Convention on Interdomestic markets for ivory. These
national Trade in Endangered Species
markets, found in many countries,
of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), instimulate consumer demand and
dividual countries, including the U. S.,
purchasing, and drive trafficking and
China, and others, have maintained
poaching. Brave park rangers are
varying levels of legal domestic
sacrificing their lives as they attempt
ivory trade (allegedly only selling
to defend wildlife against groups of
pre‑CITES or legally imported ivory).
militarized poachers, some of whom
These legal markets provide a cover
have helicopters, night vision goggles, for trade in illegal ivory and traffickand automatic weapons.
ers exploit the regulatory loopholes in
order to misrepresent illegal ivory as
legal ivory. Given the scale of the current elephant poaching crisis across
Africa, and the modus operandi of the
trade, governments must eliminate
these parallel legal markets and the
resulting opportunities for laundering
illegal ivory.

Several African elephant range state
governments have called upon all
countries to close their domestic
ivory markets – it is the staff of these
countries who put their lives on
the line to protect their elephants,
and it is incumbent upon countries
where the ivory from these poached
elephants is destined to heed this
call, and close their markets for good.
It is time for the global community
to stand up and agree – ivory is over.
As long as people can still buy ivory,
whether online or in stores or shops,
this poaching crisis will continue.
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Dennis Pate – Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium,
Gregg Hudson– Dallas Zoo | Mark C. Reed – Sedgwick County Zoo

African Elephants Find Safe Haven
in Accredited U. S. Zoos
After nearly two years of planning,
and a plethora of challenges, we are
relieved and pleased to report that 17
African elephants found safe haven in
the United States on March 11, 2016
from drought‑stricken Swaziland following a successful relocation mission
conducted by three Association of
Zoos and Aquarium (AZA) accredited
and WAZA member zoos: Dallas
Zoo in Texas, Omaha’s Henry Doorly
Zoo and Aquarium in Nebraska and
Sedgwick County Zoo in Kansas, in
partnership with Big Game Parks in
Swaziland.

© Michael Fay / WCS
Some of the 26 elephants slaughtered at Dzanga Bai in spring of 2013 by Seleka rebels
following a coup in the capital earlier in the year.

The U. S. has taken steps to close its
domestic ivory market, through the
publication of a proposed rule under
the U. S. Endangered Species Act that
will hopefully be finalized very soon.
In September 2015, President Barak
Obama of the U. S. and President
Xi Jinping of China announced joint
commitments to combat wildlife
trafficking, including the commitment of both countries to “enact
nearly complete bans on ivory import
and export, including significant and
timely restrictions on the import of
ivory as hunting trophies, and to take
significant and timely steps to halt
the domestic commercial trade of
ivory”. We hope the U. S. and China
take these steps as soon as possible.
But more can be done, and zoos
across the globe can help. The
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) holds its
World Conservation Congress this
September in Hawai’i. The Congress,
held every four years, is the world’s
largest conservation‑focused global
forum, and it is expected to influence
the direction of conservation and
global sustainable development for

the next four years. A key element of
the Congress is its Members’ Assembly, where IUCN members vote on
motions supporting various conservation issues and initiatives. A motion
has been submitted that calls on all
countries to close their domestic
ivory markets. It was sponsored by
2 governments and 12 non‑governmental organizations, including WCS,
the World Association of Zoos and
Aquariums (WAZA), the European Association of Zoos and Aquaria (EAZA),
and the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums (AZA).
Also this year (Sept. 24–Oct. 5), the
17th meeting of the Conference of the
Parties to CITES will take place in
Johannesburg, South Africa, bringing
together more than 2,000 government, non‑governmental, and intergovernmental delegates. There will
be many important species‑related
proposals; in addition, it is expected
that several governments will jointly
submit a resolution calling on countries to close their domestic ivory
markets.

These IUCN and CITES resolutions, if
adopted, will show the powerful will
of the global community to declare,
once and for all, that ivory is over –
and these policy declarations will help
stimulate governments that still have
open ivory markets to take urgent
action to close those markets. And in
addition to a critical need to provide
funding to organizations doing work
on‑the‑ground to stop poaching and
ivory trafficking, the zoo community
can play a major role in stopping the
elephant poaching crisis by working
to see that governments close their
domestic ivory markets – and that
the IUCN and CITES resolutions are
adopted. Zoos and zoo associations
are well placed to advocate with their
governments to both support these
resolutions, and take the needed
action to close their countries’ ivory
markets. Together, we can help ensure a future for elephants.

The elephants came from two privately managed parks in Swaziland,
where the conservation management
plan required their removal due to
overpopulation and degradation of
the landscape. Destroying ancient
trees and brush as they ate their
way across the parks, the elephants
were consuming sparse vegetation
faster than it could naturally regenerate. This altered the land and threw
resources out of balance, which
negatively affected other mammal
and bird species, such as vultures, in
the parks.

Although Swaziland’s parks are too
“Management of Big Game Parks are
small to support large elephant herds, in my opinion right to be concerned
Big Game Parks conservation plan
about the negative impact their
identified the parks as ideal settings
elephants are having on tall nesting
for a significant rhino conservation ef- trees for breeding vultures, and also
fort. The strategic conservation plan
their potential negative impact on
called for a reduction in the elephant
habitat for rhinos if allowed to remain
population. As a result, a group of
at high densities,” explained Dr. Richelephants was slated to be culled if
ard Emslie, Scientific Officer of IUCN’s
not relocated out of Swaziland. “Big
African Rhino Specialist Group, and
Game Parks is managing for biodia member of the Southern African
versity and prioritizing its conservaRhino and Elephant Security Group/
tion efforts on severely threatened
Interpol Environmental Crime Workrhinos,” the Big Game Park managers ing Group in a letter sent to the U. S.
explained. “Within the parks, the elFish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) in
ephants were space‑restricted. They
favor of the relocation of the eleshared large, high‑security fenced
phants. “I have visited Swaziland and
habitats with the rhinos. UnfortuBig Game Parks’ Reserves a number
nately, the elephants had begun to
of occasions, and seen first‑hand the
destroy trees important to nesting
destructive impact on the habitat
vultures which are also highly threatby the small number of elephants
ened, and they had become serious
they have. … I support the proposed
forage competitors with both black
reduction of elephant densities in the
and white rhinos. While culling was
kingdom… live exports are to be prenot a preferred option, reaching the
ferred over the alternative of culling
proposed population goals to help althe surplus elephants.”
leviate continued habitat degradation
and conflict with rhino conservation
“For WAZA it is important to note
objectives was critical. Thus, relocathat the elephants in Swaziland are
tion to the US zoos, which have the
kept in enclosures, which means
resources and capability to provide
under ex situ conditions rather than
state‑of‑the‑art environments, was
in situ conditions. Those elephants
necessary and preferred.”
had been introduced to Swaziland
and are not being managed as part
of the meta‑population that includes
the neighboring populations in South
Africa (no immigration or emigration
occurs between these populations),
which means the removal of these elephants would not be detrimental to
the species,” wrote WAZA Executive
Director Gerald Dick in comments to
the USFWS in favor of the relocation.

…As a result, a group of elephants
was slated to be culled if not relocated
out of Swaziland…
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AZA‑accredited institutions are
constantly researching and applying what we are learning to ensure a
healthy future for elephants everywhere. Some important examples
of these scientific efforts include the
invaluable research being conducted
on elephant endotheliotropic herpes
viruses (EEHV) a fatal disease that affects elephants equally in human care
and in wild settings. The more we can
study and understand this disease
through efforts led by zoos, the more
opportunities we can uncover how to
protect and preserve elephant populations worldwide.
© Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo & Aquarium
Elephants in Swaziland Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo & Aquarium.

© Sedgwick County zoo
Elephant rests in soft sand at Sedgwick County Zoo.

A historic drought in the region
further complicated issues for park
management and put severe stress
on wildlife as it created a scarcity of
food and increased competition for
what little was left. The drought is
causing one of the most significant
health threats to the people and
wildlife in the region, and in January
Swaziland declared a national state
of emergency. The United Nations
stepped in to provide food assistance
to more than 200,000 people in the
country. The drought has resulted in
the deaths of tens of thousands of
animals – both domestic and wild.
For several months, our zoos provided financial support to bring
truckloads of hay from South Africa
in order to feed the elephants and
other animals, including rhinos, in
the parks; however, many animals –
including 38,000 head of livestock –
died in the severe conditions. As food
supply became scarcer, it became
increasingly urgent to relocate the
elephants to homes where they could
be well cared for.

Together, we worked on the complex
logistics to relocate the elephants after receiving a permit by USFWS and
Swaziland wildlife authorities. The
USFWS approved the permit after its
rigorous analysis determined that the
import met regulatory requirements
under the Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) and the
Endangered Species Act (ESA).
Despite false rhetoric by critics of
the project, everything about this
relocation was conducted legally and
was based on significant research
and study. For example, alternative
locations for the elephants were
explored in the region but none
proved realistic due to issues related
to excessive poaching, loss of habitat
and elephant‑human conflicts. In
fact, the most vocal group critical of
the relocation, who filed a lawsuit in
federal U. S. court in an attempt to
delay the relocation, has since voluntarily dismissed their own claim after
recognizing the law was on our side.

Make no mistake if not for the zoo
community stepping in to support
and relocate these animals, they
would have met certain death. The
WAZA and AZA community is committed to providing the highest quality care for elephants which includes
meeting their physical, social and
psychological needs. Our community
is also committed to elephant conservation in the wild, contributing more
than $1 million US per year specifically toward elephant conservation
and combating the elephant poaching crisis.

“AZA members have a strong commitment to conservation education
and research. As the independent
accrediting organization responsible
for setting and monitoring compliance with its Accreditation Standards,
AZA is able to state for the record
that Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo and
Aquarium, Dallas Zoo and Sedgwick
County Zoo are meeting or exceeding
their conservation and research requirements,” stated Kristin Vehrs, Executive Director for AZA in a written
statement to USFWS supporting this
effort. “AZA shares a common vision
with other professional elephant conservation organizations and with our
elephant care colleagues – a vision
that includes elephants in the world’s
future forever, both in zoos and in
the wild. The future for elephants is
largely in the hands of the committed
professional conservation organizations and knowledgeable professional
elephant care experts who have
dedicated their lives to ensuring that
there will be elephants for future
generations.” The efforts to relocate
these elephants from Swaziland was
in the best interests of the individual
elephants, that would have died otherwise, and it is also in the best scientific interest for maintaining a healthy
and sustainable safety net population
of elephants in North America.

Population modeling for the African
elephant, conducted by biologists
with the AZA Population Management Center in 2011, and reassessed
in 2014, indicated that if conditions
remained unchanged, the African
Elephant Species Survival Program
(SSP) population would face an annual 2.3 percent decline over the next
30 years due to its top‑heavy age
structure. This modeling revealed a
critical need to increase reproduction
of African elephants and to acquire
elephants from outside of the AZA
population to optimize sustainability
of the African elephant SSP population long‑term. The relocation of
the Swaziland elephants was fully
supported and encouraged by AZA’s
Elephant Taxon Advisory Group.
It is important to remember that
over 30,000 wild African elephants
are killed per year – almost 100 each
day -- for their ivory. WAZA and AZA
members believe it is critical that visitors to zoos make the connection between these ambassador elephants
and the threats they face in the wild,
empowering the public to take action and help conserve elephants for
future generations.

Each of our zoos created a newly
designed habitat for the elephants
that reflects what zoos have learned
through the latest scientific research
about elephant welfare. Reference data includes a landmark 2013
study that assessed the health of
255 elephants at all U. S. accredited
zoos and identified opportunities to
improve welfare for all elephants in
professional care. Insights from these
studies are expanding our knowledge, informing how accredited zoos
care for elephants to ensure optimal
health and welfare.
The innovative design of our zoos’
new state‑of‑the‑art habitats will
meet each elephant’s complex
physical, mental and social needs
in multigenerational herds. Five
elephants are now adjusting to their
new habitat in Dallas, and groups of
six each are doing well in Wichita and
Omaha.
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Harald M. Schwammer & Gaby V. Schwammer – Vienna Zoo

Our collective elephant programs’
training philosophy in Dallas, Omaha
and Wichita is based on positive reinforcement focused operant conditioning that is conducted using protected
contact. All of the elephants’ interactions with our care staff are voluntary, providing the elephant with
the choice or option of participating.
There are only positive interactions
verbally and physically as a standard
practice. Already we are seeing positive relationships forming between
our elephant care personnel and the
elephants that are relaxed, content,
eating and socializing normally and
adjusting quickly to their new homes.

New Development
in Sri Lanka – Report
Generally speaking, a turning point
has been reached in Sri Lanka over
the past years, a rethinking involving more democracy and a more
liberal approach has developed. This
also holds true for the unbelievably
positive development of the capital
Colombo into a modern, cosmopolitan city.

Dallas Zoo offers the first habitat in
the U. S. to combine African elephants
with zebras, giraffes, impalas, ostriches and guinea fowl together. Omaha’s
Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium
offers the largest herd room in North
America where elephants can gather
together whenever they choose to
socialize while they engage with
advanced enrichment opportunities.
Sedgwick County Zoo offers more
than five acres designed to keep elephants foraging and active throughout
the day, including the world’s largest
pool for elephants at 550,000 gallons.
In addition to the wellbeing of these
elephants, our zoos are resolute
in our commitment to Swaziland’s
conservation efforts, and are continuing to contribute funds for food being
trucked in for the animals living in the
national parks that desperately need
it. We have a long‑term commitment
to the conservation of elephants and
critically endangered rhinos in Africa
that are facing extreme threats to
their survival from poaching, drought,
loss of habitat and human conflict.
We are proud of our ongoing conservation partnership with the people of
Swaziland.
This is the second time that elephants
have successfully transitioned from
Swaziland parks to the U. S. In 2003,
11 elephants arrived from Swaziland
and joined African elephants already
at two U. S. AZA‑accredited zoos as
part of an earlier effort to manage
the elephant population. Today those
elephants are thriving. Each female
has successfully delivered at least two
calves, and all but one bull has sired,
resulting in 14 births.
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The attitude towards nature conservation and natural resources has
apparently also undergone a change.
This is manifested by the confiscation
of illegally captured young elephants
and the demonstrative destruction of
seized ivory from Africa on 26th January 2016.
It is widely known that the Vienna
Zoo is strongly committed to the
ASERC (Austrian Sri Lankan Elephant Research and Conservation)
conservation project in Sri Lanka
ongoing since 2003. Harald and
Gaby Schwammer are founders and
team‑leaders together with the local
colleagues Lalith Seneviratne and
H. A. N.T. Perera. (Schwammer H.
2006, 2010, 2015).

© Dallas Zoo
Nolwazi at Dallas Zoo eating browse.

The arrival of the Swaziland elephants
in our communities has been met
with excitement and an overwhelming show of support. People lined
the streets with banners welcoming
the elephants to their new homes. In
Omaha, on April 6, after the elephants had sufficient time to adjust
to their new surroundings, members
of the public were welcomed to get a
glimpse of the family group. Children who had never seen a real, live
elephant, saw one for the very first
time and were overcome with wonderment and awe.

Our zoos serve as a critical connection
point for people to engage with and
appreciate nature. It is through these
moments of wonder and discovery,
when we look into the eyes of our
visitors as they make a vital connection with a magnificent species, that
we are reminded we are serving a
higher purpose and helping to spark
passion, and create a culture of caring.
The long‑term benefits of thousands
of people having an opportunity to
see and experience elephants up close
may never be fully understood, but we
do know from years of experience that
these critical moments when people
make a real connection with wildlife,
can serve as a compass that directs
them on a path toward caring and
conservation of nature.

The project consists of different
elephant‑conservation programs
in situ and ex situ together with conservation‑education programs and
activities in several specific selected
schools in rural regions around the
Udawalawe National Park.
The support of the Vienna Zoo
consists of expertise transfer by
organising many different specific workshops, but also of providing veterinary‑equipment from
blood‑sample machines to darting‑guns, micro‑chipping equipment
and GPS collars.

In 2011 WAZA financially supported
several workshops in Dehiwala Zoo,
Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage and
Elephant Transit Home to the different topics: Zoological Collection Planning and Zoo Management, Elephant
Management and Care, Elephant
Orphans, First Aid, Treatment and
Care and last not least Enrichment for
Zoo‑Animals.
The whole funded program by Vienna
Zoo in Sri Lanka is a very successful story as there always had been
a good cooperation with different
ministers and directors of the Department of Wildlife Conservation and
Department of National Zoological
Gardens.
Anyway, there always had been an
ongoing but very slow development
in improving animal care conditions – due to the main problem: the
constantly change of directors at the
Colombo Zoo, who are also responsible for Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage. Some were in office for only a
few months. The first modernization
efforts were undertaken in 2003 by
director Brigadier Hant Perera, a
visionary, who was also part of the
founding team of our ASERC projects.

So we started an EAZA similar
screening of Dehiwala Zoo, Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage and Pinnawala Zoo – but in a simplified form and
at a much lower level and visited the
Safari Park Ridiyagama, which is still
under construction. A questionnaire
was sent from us to the colleagues
in Sri Lanka before our visit. On site
team‑discussions were held, plans
examined and documents reviewed
at the four zoological facilities.
• 18 and 19 January 2016:
Screening Dehiwala Zoo – Colombo
• 20 January 2016:
Screening Elephant Orphanage
• 21 January 2016:
Screening Pinnawala Zoo
• 26 January 2016:
Safari Park Ridiyagama

It should be noted, that from the
onset, all participants and responsible persons made a great effort and
conscientiously worked through the
questionnaires we had prepared. All
the sites provided us with full access
and even unpleasant questions were
answered honestly and openly. Of
course, numerous problems remain
to be resolved in the near future.
It is nonetheless striking that the
whole team showed an optimistic,
Recently from time to time welfare
future‑oriented mood. Many positive
people approached us with comthings have been implemented over
plaints about animal‑care quality in
the last two years and numerous furDehiwala Zoo and even in Elephant
ther improvements are in the works.
Orphanage Pinnawala. And comThese involve renovations, new
plaints arrived at the WAZA office, too. construction and, above all, organizational clarity and transparency.
As reaction Dr.Gerald Dick suggested
a sort of screening of the National
Zoological Gardens, as the Vienna
team planned to stay in Sri Lanka in
January 2016 for starting additional
conservation and education projects.
Meanwhile two more zoological
institutions had been planned and
constructed and freshly opened for
the public.
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© H&G Schwammer
Two of Pinnawala’s first femal mahouts:
Vasana Madushani (left) and Sashima Sewandi (right).
© H&G Schwammer
Masterplan presentation at Dehiwala Zoo
by Dhammika Malsinghe, Director, Dept.
of National Zoological Gardens and
Renuka Bandaranayaka, Deputy Director,
Dept. of National Zoological Gardens and
Harald M. Schwammer, Deputy Director,
Vienna Zoo.

Dehiwala Zoo has finally experienced
a first up‑swing and the same holds
true for the Pinnawala Elephant
Orphanage. The newly opened
Pinnawala Zoo currently has only a
few animal facilities; these are very
spaciously laid out and supported
by comprehensive didactic information that addresses modern species
conservation (e. g., leopards). The
entirely new Safari Park Ridiyagama
already boasts an extensive infrastructure and has been opened to the
public at the end of March 2016.

Pinnawala Elephant
Orphanage

Dehiwala Zoo
During our visit in January 2016, we
conducted a 2-day, detailed screening at the Dehiwala Zoo, the efforts
in the direction of a modern zoo
management are clearly visible and
promise serious further development.
A masterplan is currently in place,
containing some of the well‑known
ideas from the time of Hant Perera,
such as the outdoor elephant enclosure, along with numerous new influences reflecting modern ideas for the
improvement of animal keeping. This
master plan was presented in detail
and discussed with the responsible
persons. Some old, tiny cat facilities
have been torn down and spacious
enclosures are now under construction at their former sites. It is visible
that action has started for improvements.
Unfortunately, the outdoor elephant
enclosure continues to remain unfinished, but the completion has to be
done now immediately. Accordingly,
all the elephants, including an African
elephant, always remain chained
except for the bathing sessions and
the shows (not the African).

© H&G Schwammer
Chandrika Priyadharshani, education officer, Elephant
Orphanage Pinnawala, Dinushika Manawadu, assistant director,
Elephant Orphanage Pinnawala, Gaby V. Schwammer,
Head of education, Vienna Zoo (from left to right).

A particularly interesting piece of
news came from the curator of the
aquarium (a very small building with
very finely maintained aquariums):
he has been working intensively on
cultivating endangered endemic fish
species. The visitors are also informed
about the threats through the information provided in the visitor area.
It is remarkable, both at Dehiwala
Zoo and at the Pinnawala Elephant
Orphanage, that the interpreter
system has been introduced and that
education‑effort has been progressing
in small but continuous steps. Thus,
the elephant presentations at Dehiwala Zoo or the feeding of the young
elephants at Pinnawala Elephant
Orphanage are now commented. The
respective texts were translated and
presented in writing to us, including those for the seal feeding and
elephant shows. Both are acceptable;
some work still needs to be done on
the wording in the commentaries.
Accordingly, some of the information
on species conservation needs to be
supplemented. The circus elements
have largely been removed from the
elephant show. The presentation has
now been defused, but a watchful eye
still needs to be held over the program.
Impressively the whole info‑system
in Dehiwala Zoo is provided in English,
Singhalese and Tamil‑language.

Many positive things have happened
in Pinnawala Elephant Orhanage as
well. The entire operation has been
re‑organized. Turnstiles have finally
been installed (like in Dehiwala Zoo
and in the new Pinnawala Zoo). This
now allows a transparent quantification and documentation of visitor
numbers: entry fees can no longer
disappear. Luckily, the re‑organization encompassed only those things
that were necessary and did not
involve an undifferentiated, blanket
control effort.
A written visitor evacuation plan is
also now in place. This was necessary,
because there is always the dangerous possibility that single elephants
can run amok. The animal data are
also being collected and stored
professionally. The health monitoring – to the extent that it does not
require high‑tech measures – is also
very good.

Fortunately, all the elephants are
now equipped with microchips, which
were sponsored by Vienna Zoo.
Moreover, it struck us that the overall
“condition of the elephants” has
improved – including their feet. For
the first time, it was not necessary to
conduct urgently needed foot care
during our visit! Our hoof knives are
still present and in use.
Unexpectedly, the vision of the
multi‑award‑winning cinema‑movie
“Chandani: the daughter of the
elephant whisperer and her elephant”
(concept, consulting and supervision
in the creation of the film: Harald
Schwammer) has become reality in Pinnawala: today there are in
fact three female mahouts in this
male‑dominated profession.
German and Austrian volunteers,
who have worked at Pinnawala on
numerous occasions, have repeatedly pointed to a problem that we
were able to view first‑hand while
on site. The elephant manure is piling up in huge heaps and is merely
being covered from sight. This calls
for an urgent overall re‑organization,
including the installation of a new
logistic for regular disposal. Urgent
government support is needed to
solve this problem quickly!

TB is quite a problem in Sri Lanka
and there are suspicious cases in elephants since several years. The main
problem is that there is still no proper
method done of taking relevant
samples for testing. And there seem
to be no proper laboratories, which
can proof this disease in Sri Lanka.
Anyway the whole problem can
develop to a very big one at any time.
Vienna offered therefore support to
the problem solving.
It is noteworthy, that a dedicated and
comprehensive pedagogic program
has already been installed at Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage and
is much appreciated by the local
schools. Worksheets are available
for the schoolchildren and various
events are held with school participation, such as a drawing contest. In the
future, detailed information for an
international public will be provided
in the form of a display‑platform
at the center of the grounds. It will
report on the important tasks being
conducted at Pinnawala Elephant
Orphanage. The site for this new concept has already been selected and
the implementation is underway.
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© H&G Schwammer
Corocidile facility under construction.
© H&G Schwammer
New leopard facility in Pinnawala Zoo.

Pinnawala Zoo
This is a new, modern zoo adjoining
the Pinnawala Elephant Orphanage,
with an impressive entrance portal
and modern visitor access logistics.
The zoo was opened for the public on
17 April 2015. This is the first open‑air
zoo in Sri Lanka and second zoo in Sri
Lanka after Dehiwala zoo.
The grounds have a magnificent old
forest stand and there are currently
several enclosures for ruminant species. Clearly, a zoo with modern, fully
dimensioned enclosure facilities –
complete with the respective information buildings – is developing here.
A 1.5 ha enclosure is available for the
leopards. The 5-meter‑high fence was
built and has electrical security; it is
angled and equipped with a safety
system along the upper fence edge.
This facility is the largest leopard
enclosure we are aware of, complete
with good vegetation and furnishings
and boasting a comprehensive didactic exhibition supplying detailed information. The latter specifically draws
attention to the issue of threats.

An enormous crocodile facility is currently under construction, along with
a sloth bear facility, both spaciously
dimensioned and each equipped with
its own info‑center.
This zoo operates in the sense of a
modern zoological institution with
spacious and well structured facilities,
accompanied by a comprehensive
didactic effort.

© H&G Schwammer
Meeting with Kasun Samasekara, assistant director, Safari Park Ridiyagama (middle)
and some of the curators, Safari Park Ridiyagama and Gaby V. & Harald M. Schwammer.

Safari Park Ridiyagama

Summary

We could visit this Safari Park when
still under construction in January and
it already boasts spacious parking
lots, infrastructure buildings, quarantine stations, acclimatization enclosures and extensive safari grounds
subdivided according to continents.

The screening and the evaluation of
the recent situation of Dehiwala Zoo,
Pinnawala Elephant Orphange and
Pinnawala Zoo is documenting that
after many years of standing still an
active new time has been started.
And the chance of changes can be
seen more optimistically than ever
before.

The concept as well as the currently
available infrastructure for the animals as well as for the visitors makes
a professional impression. Moreover,
the team is highly motivated and
has visited Oakland to gain practical
experience.

How this will be received by the visitors is a question that remains to be
answered in the future. Trained personnel is extremely scarce, especially
with regard to the animal keeping du- Sri Lanka’s first Safari Park at Ridities, because Sri Lanka lacks profesyagama in the southern province
sional animal keeper training instituopened Monday, 28th March for the
tions. But the whole responsible team, local as well as foreign tourists. So,
concept, plans, and the new facilities
it will be very interesting to see this
are promising, indeed.
Safari Park in the public‑opened status during our next visit, to be able to
observe this project in his next steps
of development.

Our screening details documents the
existing levels of these institutions
and at the same time defines exactly
what is still missing and where the
development has to go in future.
We want to thank especially Mrs.
Dhammika Malsinghe, Mrs. Renuka
Bandaranayake and their teams
(listed above) for very good cooperation, open discussions and exchange
of experiences, and last but not least
for the great hospitality.

We want to thank Mr. Shane R.
Dullewe as Ministry Adviser and
Hon. Minister D. M. Swaminathan
for cooperation and showing professional interest in developing these
zoological institutions to modern
centers of Education, Conservation
and Research!
The Vienna Zoo has continuously
supported conservation and education projects in Sri Lanka since 2003
and we are looking forward to further
cooperation and engagement.

References:
• Schwammer Harald. M. 2006;
ASERC – the Austrian Sri Lankan
Elephant Research and Conservation Project. JEMA, Vol 17, No 2.
• Schwammer Harald. M., Gaby
V. Schwammer and Lalith M.
Seneviratne 2010: Conservation
of Asian Elephants in Sri Lanka:
a holistic ecological, educational
and socio‑economic approach.
In: Gerald Dick and Markus Gusset: Building a Future for Wildlife.
WAZA.
• Schwammer Harald. M. 2015: 15
Year anniversary of the International Elephant management
Academy of the Vienna Zoo.
JEMA, Vo. 26, No 2.
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Frank Carlos Camacho – Africam Safari and IEF president

International Elephant Foundation
Makes a BIG Difference in the
Conservation of Land’s
Largest Mammal
The mission of the foundation reads:

IEF creates sustainable
future for elephants.
We generate and effectively
invest resources to support
elephant conservation,
education, research and
management programs
worldwide. Through
our passion, expertise,
knowledge, and partnerships
we inspire and engage people
to ensure a vibrant future
with elephants everywhere.
Now, that’s a bold statement! And
that is precisely what elephants need
nowadays: daring action; courageous people that stand up and don’t
hesitate in the face of rebuff; smart
allocation of precious few dollars,
rupees, rand, euros, pesos and such;
and an expert voice that genuinely
cares about elephants everywhere.
IEF does just that.
IEF was incorporated in 1999, as a nonprofit organization. Mike Fouraker, Executive Director of the Fort Worth Zoo,
in the southern state of Texas, USA,
gathered a group of people interested
in the wellbeing of elephants in the
wild and in human care, to discuss
how a foundation could significantly
enhance current and future elephant
conservation efforts.
To date, over 4 million US dollars in direct financial assistance have been allocated in support of over 150 different
elephant conservation projects worldwide. In 2016, a total of $510,000.00
US Dollars goes to elephant conservation initiatives. This foundation is

a globally recognized organization.
More than 90% of all the funds raised
by IEF have gone directly to programs.
Moreover, no board member receives
monies from IEF. Rather, they all make
significant financial contributions to
IEF, as do many other elephant housing institutions.
Projects that are funded in 2016,
include:

Africa
African Parks Conservation
training programme
In order to effectively manage
protected areas there is an inherent
need to provide adequate training for
park staff. Southern African Wildlife
College provides essential training in
law enforcement and conservation
management. IEF covers the yearlong tuition and associated costs of
two chosen students. The curriculum,
centers on anti-poaching, particularly
of elephants. The Training Program
has a direct impact on efforts to
rebuild, maintain, and grow elephant
populations in parks through effective conservation management and
poaching prevention.

Conservation
Justice-Wildlife department
collaboration with wildlife
law enforcement in
Port-Gentil, Gabon
Gabon is identified as a hotspot for
the trade of illegal ivory. With IEF support, Conservation Justice will begin
operations in Port-Gentil, Gabon
leading to the arrests and prosecutions of traffickers.

Conservation of elephants
in key areas of Murchison
Falls Conservation Area and
Queen Elizabeth Conservation Area, Uganda
This area of Uganda was historically
known for having the highest densities
of elephants in all of Africa. Today, a
mere 500 remain plus thousands of
snares and gin traps, and large gangs
of armed poachers. This project will
build multiple permanent anti-poaching ranger posts throughout MFCA
and QECA as well as equip the rangers.

Farmer-elephant coexistence: unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) for reducing
elephant crop-raiding,
Tanzania
Small, unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) will be used as part of the
toolkit for responding to human-elephant conflict (HEC). The field tests of
UAVs by wildlife managers this past
harvest season in northern Tanzania
has provided evidence that the UAVs
are highly effective at deterring elephants from crop raiding and herding
them out of high conflict areas. Presently, after a year of testing, there is
no evidence of elephant habituation
to the UAVs, and no evidence that the
animals circle back to the fields the
same night after being moved by the
UAVs. This makes it safer for rangers,
farmers, and elephants.

© IEF
Iconic Big Tusker, Tsavo.

Generating support for
elephant conservation
among local people near
Ruaha, Tanzania
This area holds the largest elephant
population in East Africa, despite
poaching that has reduced elephant
numbers by 77% since 2009.

Poaching syndicates capitalize on
this situation by paying local villagers
$60/ kg for ivory, which represents an
enormous sum in a country where the
per capita income is $584/year. While
those hired to poach elephants represent a small minority in any single village, their activities and identities are
typically known and kept secret by

others in the community. Any effort
to protect elephants must have the
support of local people who share the
land with elephants. With IEF support,
this project will deliver a comprehensive conservation education program
designed to reach, and meaningfully
engage, nearly every person living
in each of the 21 villages bordering
Ruaha National Park.
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© IEF
Large elephant monitoring, Tsavo.

Human-elephant conflict
mitigation for the communities of Chiawa, Zambia

Mounted horse patrol
anti-poaching unit (MHPAU)
for Mount Kenya

The area is home to a growing human
population and as a result, poaching
for ivory and bush meat, and human
elephant conflict (HEC) threatens the
safety of both the local elephant and
human populations. Supported by
IEF since 2014, Conservation Lower
Zambezi (CLZ) trained a unit of 20 Village Scouts (VS) to increase wildlife
protection and HEC mitigation in the
Lower Zambezi. Since its inception,
the VS team has carried out 8,184
patrol man-days.

With the use of horses, this project
enhances the capacity of law enforcement personnel to decrease the levels
of elephant and bushmeat poaching,
monitor wildlife, increase awareness
and conservation education within
the communities living in and around
Mount Kenya, and improves the response times, intelligence gathering
and information sharing for the benefit of all of Mount Kenya’s wildlife,

Logistical support for the
Nsama community scout anti-poaching unit for Nsumbu
National Park. Zambia
The use of community scouts in Zambia addresses government manpower
shortages, as well as provides employment and career opportunities
for local community members living
in close proximity to protected areas.
With IEF support, Conservation Lake
Tanganyika’s 10 community scouts
will patrol 180 man-days per month.

Preserving Africa’s last
great tuskers, South Africa
A low-tech, field-friendly method
allows for viable, cryopreserved spermatozoa to be stored at the National
Zoological Gardens Biomaterial Bank
in South Africa. Through this innovative and insightful approach, semen
may be stored for decades and
thus represents a valuable genetic
resource for the last remaining big
tuskers of Africa.

Protecting elephants
through the Conservation
Detection Dog Network for
Africa (CDDNA).
The use of trained dogs for threat
detection, especially illegal ivory
transport and wire snares, which constitute a significant threat throughout Africa, has proven invaluable.
Through the network, Working Dogs
for Conservation provides technical
support for dog and handler training,
veterinary care, and canine project
management, including integration
with other law enforcement officers.

Protecting the elephants
of Kibale National Park,
through school based conservation education programs, Uganda
With IEF support, in 2016 The Kibale
Forest Schools Program will develop
an elephant focused conservation
education project for 14 government
primary schools bordering Kibale National Park, Uganda to build empathy
towards elephants and conservation
in 8,000 primary school children, their
schools and communities.
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© IEF
Mounted horse patrol anti-poaching unit for Mount Kenya.

Asia
Support to joint
conservancy anti-poaching
team of Northern Rangelands Trust (NRT) to protect
African elephants in northern Kenya
The ongoing and increasing threat
of elephant poaching in the LaikipiaIsiolo-Samburu ecosystem (with
the second largest population of
elephants in Kenya) is a primary conservation need. The work of the joint
anti-poaching team has led to significant declines in elephant poaching
throughout NRT and reversed the
trend, which had been steadily increasing since 2010. The presence of
the joint anti-poaching team has also
helped improve the civil and government security response to the theft of
livestock and highway banditry as the
same people are frequently involved
in all three activities.

Community based elephant
conservation program,
Bhutan

Conservation action plan
for the Garo Hills Elephant
Reserve, India

Human-elephant conflict in Bhutan
is a serious threat to rural livelihoods
and results in crop damage. With IEF
support, education and training will
be provided to farmers and forestry
staff in order to reduce the intensity of
elephant damage. HEC will also be addressed through elephant habitat improvement activities in the degraded
areas, benefiting many other species.

The Garo Hills Elephant Reserve, created in 2001, has never developed an
integrated conservation action plan
for elephants despite the fact that
both elephant numbers and habitat
have been in continuous decline for
the past twenty-five years. IEF support
will procure remote sensing imagery
and produce maps that will be the
basis for site-specific management actions detailed in the action plan.

Conservation & monitoring
of Sumatran elephants in
Bukit Tigapuluh, Indonesia
The Bukit Tigapuluh elephants form
one of the last remaining viable
populations of Sumatran elephants
however they are threatened by
human-elephant conflict (HEC).
Satellite telemetry now provides vital
information on elephant movements
needed to run an Early-WarningSystem (EWS), which supports both
local communities and professional
ranger teams in HEC mitigation. IEF
assistance allows broken GPS collars
to be replaced to maintain the EWS
and thus to substantially reduce the
risk for severe HECs and elephants
being killed.

Measuring Asian elephant
abundance and mitigating
human-elephant conflict in
Cambodia.
The Cardamom Mountains Landscape
holds a core population of Asian
elephant; yet to date, there has been
few targeted conservation efforts
and little is known about this globally
important population. The long-term
goal of the project is to develop a
monitoring program for Asian elephants in the southern Cardamoms
and to ensure conservation efforts
of this core population are strategic,
effective and adaptive.
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Support and development
of an elephant conservation
center, Myanmar

© IEF
Streetplay about Human Elephant Conflict by ZOO Outreach, Tamil Nadu.

Integrating human
elephant coexistence
endeavors through street
plays in Hosur Forest Division of Tamil Nadu, India
Human elephant conflict (HEC) has
become a perennial problem in most
of the elephant range areas in India.
Supported by IEF, in 2015 Zoo Outreach Organization began to perform
street plays in ten selected villages of
the Erode districts with the objective to teach mitigation techniques
and to promote human elephant
coexistence by using folklore theatre
“Veedhi Natakam” which is one of the
oldest and most powerful art forms
in Tamil Nadu. In 2016, this very successful program will be introduced to
a larger number of communities in
Tamil Nadu.

…an expert voice
that genuinely
cares about elephants everywhere.
IEF does just that…

Conservation of Asian elephant populations in Pu Mat
National Park, Vietnam

Sumatra Elephant
Conservation Response
Units (ECRU), Indonesia

Pu Mat National Park is one of the
few sites still supporting a population of Asian elephant in Vietnam
yet the exact estimate of population
size, distribution and movement in
the park still remains unknown. With
IEF funding, this project surveys the
elephant population size, distribution
and movement, tests the application
of infrasound in monitoring Asian
elephants, raises awareness and
reduces HEC.

I accept that I am biased when it
comes to this project. I have witnessed firsthand the work that the
ECRU do in the field. The Conservation Response Units incorporate
captive elephants which have been
trained for forest patrols. Their
mahouts have been trained in forest
monitoring, documentation and
mitigation techniques, and as forest
rangers to address wildlife crimes
in a comprehensive conservation
program. Among other activities,
they document the occurrence of
wildlife, herd wild elephants away
from human settlements, and provide needed community outreach.
This program provides a strong link
between in situ and ex situ elephant
conservation.

Review of measures and
initiatives to address illegal trade in live Asian elephants (Elephas maximus)
in Asian range States.
At its 65th meeting of the Standing
Committee, a CITES resolution was
agreed that reads: “The Secretariat
RECOMMENDS that all elephant
range States have in place legisla‑
tive, regulatory, enforcement, or other
measures to prevent illegal trade in
live elephants.”, pending the availability of external resources. IEF funds in
part this initiative.
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Exports of raw timber generated over
$1 billion in revenue to Myanmar and
have been the major source of income
supporting most of the country’s
elephants held in human care. The
government owned Myanmar Timber
Enterprise (MTE) currently owns and
manages about 3,000 elephants, approximately 10% of the worldwide
Asian elephant population. In 2014,
the government of Myanmar banned
the export of raw timber and greatly
reduced logging quotas in a desire to
protect the remaining forest and to
stimulate a domestic industry of lumber mills and carpentry. Applauded by
conservationists, this move requires
a multi-year strategy to ensure the
long-term care and employment of
the existing working elephants and
their mahouts as a release program
of 3000 captive elephants into the
wild is not feasible. The Conservation
Response Unit (CRU) at the Myaing
Hay Wun (MHW) elephant camp in
Myanmar will mirror IEF’s Sumatra
CRU project. It provides the mahouts
with an opportunity to learn skills and
earn income while improving the care
and welfare of the elephants while
assisting in important conservation
efforts – the elephants provide transportation during patrol activities, as a
tool for gaining community interest,
and driving away crop raiding wild
elephants.

Ex situ
Development of
freeze-dried platelets to
combat Elephant endotheliotropic herpes virus
Elephant endotheliotropic herpes
virus (EEHV), the leading cause of
death of captive Asian elephants
1–8 years old, is associated with
fulminant hemorrhagic disease
(HD) that may be fatal within 24 hrs
of initial clinical signs. It causes an
acute hemorrhagic disease with 80%
fatality rate amongst Asian elephant
calves and is a major threat to the
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breeding success and long-term
survival of Asian elephants worldwide.
Through collaboration with Cellphire,
a platelet product will be produced
from Asian elephant blood. This
product will be made available for
potential use in critically ill elephants
through a network of elephant care
facilities.

EEHV viral genomics
and pathogenesis
IEF funds research done at the Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine. The university’s labs have been
successfully carrying out EEHV DNA
sequence analysis directly from pathological blood, tissue or biopsy samples
from all available cases of systemic
disease, as well as from occasional
localized reactivating latent virus. Almost everything now known about the
origins, epidemiology, evolution and
protein coding content of the EEHVs
has come from the results of these
genetic sequencing studies, which
include the complete 180,000 nucleotide genomes of EEHV1A and EEHV1B.
IEF organizes and supports the bi-annual, International Elephant Conservation and Research Symposium. In 2016,
IEF has again invited the International
Rhino Foundation as co-host as many
of the issues impacting elephant conservation are similar for rhinos of Asia
and Africa. At this summit, the leading
scientists and conservationist that
work to save elephants and rhinoceroses, present their results, challenges
and opportunities.
IEF is an organization working diligently for conservation of elephants.
It has a proven track record and is an
excellent choice to receive funds for
the benefit of elephants. Those that
donate to the International Elephant
Foundation can rest assured that
their money is going to support one
of our many elephant conservation
and research projects. Any funds
received specified for a particular
conservation activity, are used only
for that purpose.

https://elephantconservation.org/

Chester Zoo, Islands
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The Tarangire Elephant Project
Founder and Leader
Charles began the Tarangire Elephant Project in 1993 and it is now the second‑longest continuous study of elephants in Africa. Working with his wife Lara,
he has examined a variety of different topics over the past 20+ years, including
elephant demography, behavior, genetics, endocrinology and movement patterns. Their current work focuses on protecting crucial elephant habitat outside
Tarangire National Park. Elephants in this ecosystem leave the Park during the
wet season for the mineral and nutrient‑rich dispersal areas, and only return
when standing water outside the Park dries up. These corridors are increasingly
threatened by agricultural expansion, and Charles and Lara work closely with local communities to protect these areas. Many different zoos in America support
their field project.
How did you start the TEP and what
is its main focus? I started the TEP
for my doctoral studies at Princeton
University back in 1993. The initial
focus of my research was examining
the impact that poaching had on elephant social systems. The elephant
population in the Tarangire ecosystem had suffered heavy poaching
during the 1970’s and 1980’s, and the
Park had both a very young population, and a highly female‑biased sex
structure (the result of poachers targeting bulls). However, some family
groups had remained in safe areas in
the Park during the poaching period,
and still retained relatively normal
age structures, with some older
females. The poachers had, therefore,
unwittingly created a large‑scale
experiment in social dynamics, which
allowed me to compare family groups
with young and old matriarchs, to see
what affect the loss of older individuals had on a group. In brief, I found
that reproductive success was practically the same among all groups
over a ten year period except for one
year, when many young elephants
died during a severe drought. Clans
of elephants that had groups with
older matriarchs mostly left the Park
during the drought and suffered very
little infant mortality, meaning that
they were able to find areas of food
and water. One clan that had no family groups with old females remained
in the Park and suffered almost 40%
infant mortality. This suggested that
the family groups in the clan that
remained behind were knowledge
limited and highlights the importance
of older females and their spatial
memory.

Since then we have maintained a
long‑term elephant demography database, and looked at many different
aspects of elephant biology including
genetics, endocrinology and movement patterns.
What are some of the challenges that
your project has faced/or is facing?
The key threat facing the Tarangire
ecosystem, and the main challenge
that we are working on, is the loss of
migration routes and dispersal areas
outside the National Park. Tarangire
unfortunately only protects the dry
season range for the majority of large
ungulates in the ecosystem, including
elephants, and every year the animals
disperse onto community lands outside the Park during the wet season.
These migration corridors are highly
vulnerable to conversion to agricultural land. Since 1960, four of eleven
corridors around the Park have been
lost entirely, and two others are under severe threat. Fortunately much
of the land to the East and North of
Tarangire NP is owned by the Maasai,
who are traditionally pastoralists,
and who have typically co‑existed
relatively well with wildlife (with the
notable exception of lions). In collaboration with a partner organization,
we have worked closely with Maasai
communities around Tarangire to
help protect the most important migration corridors. We have done this
through setting up several conservation easements, the first of their kind
in Tanzania, in which communities
receive annual payments from safari
operators in return for safeguarding
their land for pastoralism and wildlife,

© Lara Foley

with no agriculture or permanent settlements allowed in the designated
easements. We have also supported
and trained village game scouts from
the local communities to help enforce
the easement regulations and stop
poaching. More recently we have
engaged with communities to protect
village grazing areas, which also
serve to prevent agricultural incursions. Last year two communities set
aside an area of almost 1,450 square
kilometers for grazing land, which
helps ensure the land remains open
for wildlife. A major current goal of
ours is to protect the northern migration corridor linking Tarangire NP
with Lake Natron, close to the Kenya
border, in the north. This corridor is
used by elephants, as well as a many
other wildlife, including wildebeest,
zebra, eland and Fringe‑eared oryx.
Unfortunately this corridor is under
heavy threat from agricultural expansion and mining interests, and we
may already to be too late to protect
the whole area.
What is the poaching situation like
where your project is located? Poaching around Tarangire NP and northern
Tanzania in general is fortunately
very low. The northern Parks typically have large numbers or rangers,
as well as a high density of tourists,
which makes it is harder for poachers to operate. By contrast protected
areas in the south and west of the
country, which are often very large
and isolated, have suffered heavy
ivory poaching, and Tanzania’s elephant population has plummeted by
over 50% in the past five years.

© Charles Foley
Elephants in the wet season in Tarangire.

What does the future hold for elWhat are some of the most urgently
ephants as a species? I don’t believe
needed conservation actions? The
elephants will go extinct, as has been
single most effective action for
mooted in some quarters. I believe
protecting elephants in Africa is for
that ivory markets will eventually
China to ban the local market for
be brought under control, and that,
ivory, which currently serves as a
combined with good protection in
cover for the illegal trade. China (and
the field, will ensure that elephant
the US, which also has a large local
populations will exist long into the
market) has said it would introduce
future. That said, I very much fear for
such a ban, but has not committed
the future of elephant populations in
to a timeline for this. However, even
West and Central Africa, where poputhe threat of a local ban has helped
lations are typically much smaller
reduce the price of ivory by half in
than in Eastern and Southern Africa,
the past few months, as businessmen
and where protection efforts are
try to sell their stockpiles while they
often minimal. The bushmeat trade in can. This ban, combined with educasome of those areas provides an extra tion campaigns in countries such as
threat, which could also significantly
China on the impact of buying ivory,
threaten small populations. However, is the only thing that is going reduce
the days of long elephant migrations
the demand and hence the price of
outside protected areas are probivory. That said, ivory will always have
ably numbered; there is an increassome value, so those moves will still
ingly small window of opportunity to
need to be complemented by robust
protect new areas of elephant habitat, anti‑poaching measures in the field.
and I suspect that within a decade
This is particularly true in places such
elephant range will be restricted to
as Central Africa, where anti‑poachwhatever land has been formally
ing presence is often minimal.
protected.

What is the solution for the overpopulated regions: culling versus
translocation? Having worked with
elephants all my life I find the idea
of culling extremely distasteful and
would always seek other options
such as translocation or, potentially
in the future, contraception. The
irony of elephant conservation is
that the conversation tends to swing
wildly between there being too few
elephants and too many elephants,
and even within one country at any
one time you may have a paradoxical
situation of rangers doing all they can
in one area to stop elephant poaching,
and communities demanding that
elephants be shot for crop raiding in
other areas. Preserving connectivity
between protected areas is therefore
often vital for reducing overpopulation problems in the future.
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The Word “retired”
is Not in My Vocabulary

© Roy Toft Lara Foley in Tarangire.

How can zoos best assist elephant
conservation? What role can zoos
play? Education is obviously a key role
that zoos can and should play. Some
181 million people pass through zoos
in North America alone each year,
and I feel it is the duty of zoos to
reach out to their audience and make
sure they know what is happening
to elephants in Africa. This audience
is sometimes part of a demographic
that does not necessarily watch wildlife programs on television and may
not be aware of current issues facing
wildlife. I have visited zoos that have
elephants and which give regular daily talks to the public and never mention poaching or conservation. That
to me is a greatly wasted opportunity
to influence people’s behavior. Some
organisations shy away from giving
a negative or distasteful message to
their guests, but creating the impression that all is well does nothing to
help elephants. I think that with creative use of cartoons, zoos could get
across a very strong message about
poaching and its impacts to children,
who, as we all know, can be a powerful influence on their parents.

Zoos can also greatly improve their
engagement in conservation in the
field. Some zoos really believe in this
and provide substantial funding that
makes a huge difference in the field,
while others either provide trivial
amounts, or, worse, are completely
disinterested. I firmly believe that
zoos should be highly engaged in
conservation. It needn’t be elephant
conservation. Some zoos, working
with extremely modest budgets, have
virtually single handedly saved species of beetle or island reptiles from
extinction. Conservation needn’t just
be about providing funds; it come in
many forms, including breeding of
rare species, providing training and expertise to governments or NGOs, education and research. Making conservation a cornerstone of their mission will
be major mindset change for many
zoos, but I firmly believe that this is
the way of the future for zoos in the
21st century. The omens are already
good; North American zoos provide
well over $160 million a year to conservation, and although a significant proportion of that comes from one or two
zoos, notably WCS, there are increasing numbers of zoos that are setting
up conservation departments and are
starting to make a major impact on
conservation globally.

Charles’s

3 wishes

for the Zoo Genie
The Zoo Genie is ready
to answer 3 wishes.
Talk to him…

1. I would like to see conser-

vation being promoted by zoos
globally.

2. Zoos should coordinate conservation messages,

3. which they can deliver to

their huge audiences, such as with
96 Elephants.

Six months from qualifying at the
Royal Veterinary College, an advertisement appeared in a London paper
for the first full time ‘Veterinary Officer’ for Whipsnade Park. This was 1968.
London Zoo had had a Veterinary
Officer for some years, but Whipsnade
had used a local veterinary practice
and at that time there were only a
handful of full time staff veterinarians
in European Zoos. With little chance
of getting the post given the competition, my fiancé and I sought out the
Curator at Whipsnade one Saturday
afternoon to see if we could persuade
him to give us an hour or two of his
time. Victor Manton was himself a
veterinarian but had largely moved
to managing the Park. Our luck was
in, Victor was on duty that weekend
and such was the personal chemistry
that he held the job open until I was
able to join the Whipsnade staff a few
months later. I always recount this
story to those mothers with 15 year
olds who desperately want to be
vets.”In a competitive world, look for
every opportunity to build your experience and showcase it proactively to
a prospective employer” I was already
a Fellow of the Zoological Society on
the back of a first degree in Zoology
and I could even then identify almost
every species in the Park which
maybe influenced Victors decision.
In those days, the techniques of
chemical capture, both the weapons
and the drugs were in their infancy.
Whipsnade was and still is a collection of mostly large mammals in large
enclosures and so immobilizing a
wide variety of species for veterinary
reasons or for movement was a regular order of the day. Many of the species we were having to decide drugs
and dose rates to use such as moose,
musk ox and European bison had
rarely if ever been immobilised with
these powerful narcotics and sedatives before. There was no literature
on the subject then.

© Jones Family
A Day in the Offic
e, 2014.

We thought nothing then of transporting individual chimps or gorillas
between zoos, lightly sedated and
strapped in the passenger seat of a
car with a technician in the back seat
topping up the drug when needed.
Drivers pulling alongside at the stop
traffic lights gave us strange looks
of complete disbelief at what they
thought they were seeing! You could
guarantee a speedy run though the
London traffic to Whipsnade if you
were towing a ‘horse trailer’ with a
rumbling, spitting camel looking out
over the trailer back door.
It was in those early years at Whipsnade that we started, in partnership
with BP Nutrition to look at designing
specially formulated diets for certain
species. A lot of people thought then
that you had to feed flamingoes on
carrot juice and minced prawns to get
the feather color and many did just
that. A little research showed that incorporating the necessary carotenoid
pigment into a floating nutritionally
balanced pellet was a lot more practical and effective. Soon after these
early ‘complete diet’ experiments BP
sold its specialty animal food division
but that work led to the now very well
known ‘Mazuri’ brand with dozens
of different zoo formulae in use the
world over.

After 7 years At Whipsnade, although
still living in the Park where my three
sons were born (they used to boast to
friends that they lived between the tigers and the camels) I worked largely
at London Zoo heading up all veterinary activities for the Society. The
latest surgical toy at that time was the
straight optical laparoscope, although
the prototypes were 2 centimeters in
diameter then, not the 2 millimeters
they are today! The company making them was keen to see how they
might fit into veterinary practice
and so, being London Zoo and with
lots of publicity possibilities we were
amongst the first to try these instruments. Little did anyone know though
that they would be in use on a panda
or tiger in the morning, then sterilised
and rushed over to nearby University
College Hospital for their human
obstetric unit in the afternoon!
Talking of pandas, London received a
pair of giant pandas in the mid-70s as
(what were then) international goodwill gifts from China. Sadly the female
was a sickly animal almost from day
one and after over 300 sedations and a
lot of surgeries, I had to euthanize her.
The male though was very healthy and
after much discussion it was decided
to give him to Mexico City Zoo who
had had several youngsters born, but
had recently lost their breeding male.
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No conditions were attached, so as
not to complicate matters, but the
quiet expectation was that should the
breeding program restart, progeny
would be made available to others.
The breeding program did get underway again and the panda numbers
in Mexico City continued to increase.
But local politics got in the way and
none of the resultant young found
their way to other potential breeding situations before, sadly, most of
them died. I mentioned that story to
a number of young panda watchers
in our Zoo community recently. Had
that gamble paid off we might well
have had at least 50 pandas in the
West by now and would not have had
to negotiate these complex financial
deals surrounding most of the pandas
now outside China.
The Zoological Society of London with
its many contacts around the ‘Old
Empire’ was well placed to partner a
variety of other institutions. At that
time, in the 70s, the emphasis of its
research activities was very much
comparative physiology and medicine.
This largely because of the influence
of its then President Lord Zuckerman,
a notable anatomist but who largely
came to fame and favour as one of
Churchills’ war planners. A formidable
networker, he was highly influential
both with the governments of the
time and in London Jewish society
whom he persuaded to fund a number
of capital projects at the Zoo.
However, London was doing almost
no field conservation work then.
Zuckerman and others thought it ‘soft
science’. So in the late 70s and in partnership with long time friend the Oxford Zoologist Jonathan Kingdon, two
things happened in quick succession

which changed that. We embarked on
a long term UN backed study of the
ecology of the Southern Sudan where
the World Bank were considering
funding a massive canal to bypass the
Nile where it flowed through the Sudd
Swamps. At the same time the Saudi
government, conscious of the lead the
Omanis and Jordanians had taken in
setting up wildlife reserves, especially
for Arabian oryx, asked us to start a
large field research station for them
just outside Riyadh, the King Khaled
Wildlife Research Centre which ZSL
still helps to run to this day. That
fostered a special interest in desert
antelopes and resulted in expeditions
with the redoubtable John Newby and
others to survey the remaining addax
and gazelle populations in the central
Sahara, which he continues through
the Sahara Conservation Fund.
During the 70s and 80s we ran a range
of contracts from London to design,
in some cases stock and to manage
a number of zoos and wildlife parks,
mostly in the Middle East and around
the Mediterranean.The most notable
and complex of these was when the
then Emir of Qatar in 1984 decided
that he wanted his newly built Zoo up
and running for the celebration of the
25th anniversary of his succession. The
problem was that we were only given
about 10 weeks to do it. Our modern
day zoo collection planners would
be horrified, but we put together a
motley assortment of 800 animals of
about 100 species of all shapes and
sizes, rented a 747 jumbo jet (no elephants included!) and in a single flight
and with 12 London and Whipsnade
keepers helped by 50 mostly Indian
and Filipino newly recruited zoo staff
stocked every exhibit and opened the
Zoo on time without loss.

All of that gave us the resources to
found a new department at London
of Conservation and Consultancy, the
earnings from these projects funding
a wide range of field conservation
work, the foundation of ZSLs field
programs running today. During the
70s the concept of close cooperation
in the management of species on a
much wider basis was growing. In the
UK this largely got underway with
John Knowles (who founded Marwell
Zoological Park) and me, both with a
strong interest in hoofed animals, realizing that we only had three species
of African antelopes in the country.
That led to 10 years of importing,
quarantining and building up some
20 species and ultimately to those
groups at London, Whipsnade and
Marwell being managed as a single
unit. Other UK zoos joined in with the
‘ungulate cooperative’ and soon such
arrangements spread to other species,
with ownership being of little or no
significance.
Life as the Senior Veterinary Officer
in London was never dull. Quite apart
from the very varied day to day work
for both zoos and our responsibilities overseas, you never knew when
someone else would need your help.
From regular health checks for Elton
John’s parrots, to looking at Jane
Goodalls pickled chimp tissue samples
to try to see what they had died of
(they were often several weeks old
when pickled!) to extracting escaped
circus elephants from the grounds of
Windsor Castle. One day a fully grown
male lion appeared at the Zoo’s Hospital, thankfully with owner, having
emerged out of the back seat of a
London black taxi with a request for
its toenails to be cut!
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Speaking of toenails, I have for some
45 years now been associated with The
Brooke (formerly The Brooke Hospital
for Animals). In 1970 with just a year
of experience at Whipsnade under
my belt, the lady running the Brooke
at the time phoned me and asked if
I would “go to Cairo Zoo and cut the
giraffes toenails”. I did and a lot of
other ‘toenails’ besides! The Brooke
which had been founded by Dorothy
Brooke the wife of the commanding
cavalry officer in Cairo after the First
World War was in 1970 a relatively
small operation only in Egypt. I was
asked to join the Brooke Board and
ultimately chaired it three times over
nearly 20 years in total. Today The
Brooke is the largest international
equine welfare charity in the world
with over 1000 employees working
in 11 countries. We have just founded
Brooke USA which I also chair. The
Brooke association gave me a wealth
of contacts and networks in the animal
welfare community which have played
a significant role in the founding of
Wild Welfare which I describe later.
Back in the late 70s and with my increasing interest in getting ZSL back
into fieldwork, I was asked to become
Secretary and later Chairman of the
oldest international conservation organization in the world, known today
as Fauna and Flora International (FFI)
and founded in 1903.It was then The
Fauna and Flora Preservation Society
and originally The Society for the
Protection of the Fauna of the British
Empire! It was started by likeminded
hunters, game wardens and colonial
administrators who saw, even then
the threat to the large mammals of
East Africa. Still growing in my day,
FFI now is one of the most prominent
players in the international conservation scene.
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While chairing FFI I was invited onto
the Board of World Wildlife Fund UK
and chaired their conservation committee for 9 years, becoming heavily
involved in many aspects of the protection of the countryside in Britain.
When I moved to the USA I was
invited onto the WWF US Council
and have over the last 20 years been
involved with many more conservation bodies here in the South East US,
currently chairing the regional Board
for The Environmental Defense Fund,
focusing on climate change, energy
and intensive agriculture issues and
marine conservation. A far cry from
those early days at Whipsnade. We
need to see more zoo people on the
boards of the mainstream conservation and welfare organizations. It
would so help to bring all our organizations closer together, sharing
resources and in a common understanding of what we do.
In 1982 I made the fateful decision to
largely give up managing animals in
favour of managing people, a far less
satisfying and much more complicated enterprise. As Assistant Director
of Zoos for ZSL I managed all aspects
of both animal collections. Then when
in 1984 the late Colin Rawlins retired
I took on all aspects of managing the
two Zoos. In 1993 I got a call from the
Governor’s office in North Carolina
“would I come and visit their beautiful
and relatively new Zoo of over 1000
acres with a view to becoming Director” I was ready for a change. The Zoo
was less than 20 years old at the time
and had more or less been building
continuously for all those years. With
a keen young staff and no historical
baggage, it was open to whatever

contemporary role an institution with
the advantage of a unique site, large
acreage and excellent design could
think up for itself. As the then State
Secretary of Environment put it ‘OK,
we’ve built it, now how do we best
use it”?
Although in those last 20 years we
have built more new exhibits and refurbished others the real progress has
been in a range of programmatic areas. We have used art in many forms
throughout the Park to embellish
exhibits and stimulate visitor thought.
We are fortunate to have a 15 strong
in house team of design and exhibit
staff. Comprehensive interpretives
connect the visitor in much more interesting ways than might have been
the case in the past. The horticultural
and botanical aspects of the Park
are in many ways as stunning as the
animal component of the exhibits (the
Park has over 40 horticultural staff)
and those exhibits blend seamlessly
into the surrounding natural and
manmade landscapes. The Park now
covers over 2000 acres with further
land that we’ve added over the last
10 years and in addition owns and
operates a number of sites, a further
600 acres, encompassing places of
natural beauty and scientific value in
the region. All in preparation for the
day when the institution is able to expand further and needs to be buffered
from ever encroaching development.
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Building on my earlier ZSL and WWF
connections we began our African
field programs some 15 years ago,
concentrating on a small number of
long term projects. Those continue
to grow and expand today under able
young leadership. Being part of State
Government has considerable advantages in that we have been able to
partner with many agencies local and
regional in a varied portfolio of field
projects of value to North Carolina.
This connection through the region
and a long interest in wider rural
matters especially the rural economy
as that relates to protection of the
countryside led nearly 20 years ago to
another of my chairmanships.
With the loss of some 20,000 textile
and furniture making jobs in the rural
counties of central North Carolina
I was asked to chair a new organization looking at whether and how the
natural and cultural assets of the
region could be developed to create
new small businesses. Ten years ago
the organisation was given a rambling,
180,000 square foot building, at one
time and the largest sock factory in
the world as its headquarters. Today,
with $6 million having been raised in
grants and gifts to repair and fit it out,
it is well on its way to creating hundreds of regional jobs and being the
principal driving force behind developing a variety of skills but notably glass
blowing, ceramics, wood and iron
work as the basis of a variety of new
small businesses. What has this got to
do with things natural and protecting
nature? A strong rural economy with
young people living and working a
decent living in the countryside means
that they value and protect it.

One of the initiatives we started
about four years ago is ‘Wild Welfare’. My years working regularly in
developing countries including helping with the restoration of Kabul and
Baghdad’s war torn zoos, experience
on the many conservation boards and
my connections to the mainstream
welfare community convinced me
that the leaders in the Zoo world had
to become more involved with the
issue of ‘bad zoos’. Nine out of 10
zoos open to the public around the
world operate without any required
standards of animal care and welfare.
Bad zoos open all zoos to criticism.
The welfare community was showing increased frustration at having to
deal with emergency zoo situations
which they were ill equipped to handle. The advent of social media meant
that pictures of starving, caged tigers
negatively impact the zoo world as a
whole, good or bad. In addition, I feel
strongly that although the mainstream zoo and welfare communities
have a number of disagreements
over which species to keep (or more
likely not to keep) and how to look
after them, the fact is that we all
have far more in common in wanting
high standards of animal care and
in dealing with the issue of zoos in a
bad condition and with poor welfare.
We need to work together on these
issues and combine resources. There
is time enough separately or later to
argue the pros and cons of keeping
cetaceans and elephants. There is far
too much to do in dealing with bigger
and more urgent zoo and wildlife
welfare problems right now.

Four years ago Dave Morgan who had
been Director of the Pan African Zoo
Association for 10 years and who had
seen and dealt with many bad zoo
situations joined with me in seeing
the need for a committed zoo derived
organization to help deal with this issue. We were then joined by Georgina
Allen, with a background both in the
welfare and zoo worlds who very efficiently now runs the operational side.
Wild Welfare is a registered charity in
the UK and a project of NC Zoological
Park and Society in the US. Support
has been provided by some 15 mainly
US Zoos so far, but UK and Australian zoos as well and with a number
of private individuals and two of the
large animal welfare organizations
helping too. Wild Welfare focuses
currently on four countries. Japan,
Indonesia, Vietnam and Brazil but is
ready as resources allow to help with
a variety of requests where we think
we can make a difference. We work
closely with the WAZA office, particularly when questions arise from the
public or media about particular zoos
that often needs us to find accurate
information about them and their
condition through our networks.
After 47 years in the Zoo world, based
at only two institutions but having
been involved in a working or voluntary capacity with over 50 zoos,
conservation and welfare organisations worldwide, I am supposed to be
officially ‘retired’. But the word is not
in my vocabulary and with four ‘not
for profit’ chairmanships keeping me
as busy as ever, the traditional view
of retirement is still a long way off.
I wouldn’t have it any other way!
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Eye of Newt and Toe
of Frog, Adder’s Fork and
Lizard’s Leg: The Lore and
Mythology of Amphibians
and Reptiles

Lions in the Balance:
Man‑Eaters, Manes, and
Men with Guns

By Marty Crump
University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 2015 | 320 pp
ISBN 978-0-226-11600-6 (hardback)
The title of this book refers to a line
uttered by the three ugly witches in
Shakespeare’s Macbeth as they stir
their boiling cauldron – one of the
most familiar phrases associated with
traditional witchcraft. And indeed,
frogs are worshipped for bringing
nourishing rains, but blamed for devastating floods. Turtles are admired
for their wisdom and longevity, but
ridiculed for their sluggish and cowardly behaviour. Snakes are respected
for their ability to heal and restore
life, but despised as symbols of evil.
Lizards are revered as beneficent
guardian spirits, but feared as the
Devil himself.

By Craig Packer
University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 2015 | 346 pp
ISBN 978-0-226-09295-9 (hardback)
The King of Beasts is in trouble
throughout Africa. Explosive human population growth in the lion’s
habitat, conversion of wild lands into
fields, corrupt government officials,
unscrupulous overharvest by trophy
hunters, illegal killing with gun, poison and spear, lion bones smuggled
to Asia – the litany of woes goes on
and on. Lions in the Balance is the
essential account of the struggle to
protect these icons of wilderness.
Craig Packer offers the most
up‑to‑date, most timely, most
humorous, most brutally honest

account of lion behaviour, ecology
and conservation ever published.
He takes us back into the complex,
tooth‑and‑claw world of the lion,
offering revealing insights into both
the lives of one of the most iconic
and dangerous animals on earth
and the very real risks of protecting them. And he is sure to infuriate
millionaires, politicians, aid agencies
and conservationists alike, as he
minces no words about the problems
he encounters. This stirring book – a
masterly blend of science, adventure
and storytelling – should be read
by everyone concerned about the
impact of politics on wildlife conservation.
Craig Packer is arguably the world’s
leading authority on lions. He is
professor of ecology, evolution and
behaviour and director of the Lion
Research Center at the University of
Minnesota, USA. He has studied lions
in Tanzania’s Serengeti ecosystem
and elsewhere for almost 40 years.

www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/L/bo17372975.html

Drawing on decades of field work
and a lifetime of fascination, Marty
Crump explores the full
scope of lizard lore and
salamander myth across the
world and throughout time,
lending her characteristic wit
and extraordinary narrative
voice to a tale that is both
personal and of great importance to the future of these
vital but threatened creatures.
Sumptuously illustrated, Eye
of Newt and Toe of Frog, Ad‑
der’s Fork and Lizard’s Leg is a
beautiful and enthralling brew
of natural history and folklore,
sobering science and humour,
that leaves us with one irrefutable lesson: love herps.
Marty Crump is an adjunct professor of biology at Utah State
University and Northern Arizona
University, USA; she has been a
herpetologist for more than 45 years.
For at least that long, she has been
intrigued with the folklore of amphibians and reptiles.
www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/E/bo17338714.html
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Maria Teresa Abelló Poveda –
Barcelona Zoo

Guía Para un Safari
Fotográfico

By José R. Antolín and
Pablo Antolín
Puntorojo, Sevilla, 2015 |
162pp ISBN 978-84-16513-22-2

The proceedings of the
70th WAZA Annual Conference
have been published and are available on the WAZA website.

Probably one of the only guides
about African fauna that is written in Spanish, and by Spanish
people facilitating the identification of different species that can
be seen when going on an African safari. This is not a scientific
guide; however, it is a user‑friendly guide that will be useful to any
traveller who ventures on to the
African continent with an interest
in the local animal world.

The full version of the proceedings
is available on the members’ area
(documents) whereas the technical congress papers only are again
publically available under
Get Involved/WAZA Annual Conferences

With a pocket book format, it introduces us briefly to the situation
faced by Africa today after years
of European colonization in past
decades.
A short code facilitates the interpretation of symbols and help to identify
the conservation status of each species according to the IUCN classification.
This guide includes animals and some
plant species that are most likely to
been seen when we make a safari in
Kenya or Tanzania. The guide features
a photograph for each species and
this allows for easy identification of
animals. Also included is a map with
their geographical distribution, and
a brief description of their biology
that will raise awareness and interest
when given the opportunity of observing them in their natural habitat.
The species represented are predominantly those that are to be seen when
going on a safari and mainly extended to mammals and birds. However,
other animals are also covered, these
include a couple of reptiles; termites
and their mounds, which can reach
about 2 meters in height and can be a
part of the landscape; and three easily identified typical tree species.

www.puntorojolibros.com

The final pages of the guide are
devoted to several informative tables that provide information such
as weight, longevity and speed of
certain species. Finally a useful
checklist of the species described
in the book is featured, which
would easily allow you to keep
a record of which species were
seen, ensuring that the memories of the safari are not quickly
forgotten.
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Announcements

Healthy Oceans, Healthy Planet
World Oceans Day, on June 8th, is a day of ocean celebration and collaboration for a better future. Each year more WAZA members have joined in this
special day for the ocean. No matter where we live, we are all connected to
the ocean and can participate in a variety of ways.
This year, people all over our blue planet are celebrating with the theme
Healthy Oceans, Healthy Planet. Organizations and individuals around the
world are promoting prevention of plastic ocean pollution with events in
their communities, special announcements, and everything in between!
World Oceans Day has grown tremendously each year since 2003 when The
Ocean Project started to help coordinate this event worldwide. Working
with the WAZA, AZA, World Ocean Network and hundreds of partners this
event grows each year. Following passage of a United Nations General Assembly resolution in late 2008, the United Nations now officially recognizes
June 8th as World Oceans Day, as well.
There are a number of ways for your organization to get involved. If you’re
planning a World Oceans Day event, visit the World Oceans Day event planning guide for activity ideas and resources. Make sure to register your event
to let the world know how you’re celebrating!
Please join the growing movement to celebrate our shared ocean, and be a
part of this growing global celebration!
www.WorldOceansDay.org

Planet at the
Crossroads
1–10 September
The current debate is framed by two
competing narratives. One is a pessimistic view of our future which claims
that it is already too late to avoid
catastrophe, and therefore we must
now focus on survival and recovery.
This leaves people in despair. The
other is a stubborn optimism arguing
that Humanity has faced and overcome many great challenges in the
past and will continue to do so. This
risks indifference and denial.
But there is a viable alternative approach – one that stresses that nature
conservation and human progress
are not mutually exclusive. Facing
tremendous forces of transformation
such as climate change and socioeconomic inequality, there are credible
and accessible political, economic,
cultural and technological choices
that can promote general welfare in
ways that support and even enhance
our planet’s natural assets.
iucnworldconservationcongress.org

Finally, please note that this
book is a charitable guide, and
that the profits from the sale are
intended for the Salesian Missions
to finance the building of schools
and waterholes in Africa.

The 17th meeting of the Conference of
the Parties to CITES (CoP17) will be
held in Johannesburg, South Africa
from 24 September to 5 October
2016. Among other things, many issues concerning elephants are likely
to be discussed at this triennial meet-

ing of the 182 Parties to CITES.
More information on CITES CoP17
can be found at the address below
on the CITES website.
https://cites.org/cop17
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Paloma Bosso – SZB & Martín
Zordan – ALPZA

Training
for Executive
Directors of SZB
and ALPZA
Between December 7–16th 2015,
Parque das Aves (member of SZB,
ALPZA and WAZA) was the host of an
unique initiative were both Executive
directors of SZB and ALPZA, Paloma
Bosso and Martín Zordan, respectively, were trained by former Executive
director of EAZA (European Association of Zoos and Aquaria), Dr. Lesley
Dickie (currently wildlife artist and
Board Chair at IUCN SSC Asian Species Action Partnership).

UNEP Director Receives WAZA Strategy
At the occasion of the celebration
“10 Years at the helm of UNEP” UNEP
Executive Director Achim Steiner was
thanked for his support of the World
Zoo and Aquarium Conservation
Strategy, Committing to Conservation
and a copy of the strategy was handed
over to him by Gerald Dick, WAZA

Executive Director. Mr Steiner said
in his endorsement: ”The strategy
highlights not only the importance of
field conservation of species but also
shows how zoos and aquariums can
play a key role by encouraging people
distant from the wild, to become more
engaged in conservation actions.”

The vast experience on helping a Zoo
and Aquarium Association improve
was shared by Lesley while specifically addressing challenging aspects
such as the creation of accreditation
systems, strategic planning, breeding
programs, advocating for zoos and
aquariums with legislative bodies,
community‑based social marketing,
budgeting, internal management,
crisis management, facilitation, and
much more. For both national and
regional associations executive
directors this was an amazing chance
to access such a specialized level of
expertise.
This knowledge will be implemented
in both associations to improve their
commitment to conservation and
animal welfare and also to increase
the growth of their respective organizations.
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Recent Updates

Vinita Ramani – Wildlife Reserves Singapore

Sundaic Freshwater Fish
IUCN Red List Workshop
For the first time, in February 2016
experts have gathered in Singapore
for an International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List
Workshop that focuses on Sundaic
freshwater fish. Wildlife Reserves
Singapore Conservation Fund (WRSCF), in collaboration with the Lee
Kong Chian Natural History Museum
and the Department of Biological
Sciences, National University of
Singapore, brought together local
and international experts to assess
freshwater fish species in the Sunda
region, perform Red Listing according to IUCN guidelines, and propose
future conservation plans for vulnerable species.

Over 3,000 inland fish species have
been documented in the Sunda shelf,
but the Red List process is a meticulous and arduous one that will require
the experts to gather information,
assess the threats and evaluate their
findings before publishing it. Intriguing species include Paedocypris pro‑
genetica, one of the smallest fish and
vertebrates known in the world from
highly acidic peat swamp waters,
Danionella dracula, a miniature minnow with huge fang‑like teeth known
only from Myanmar and Speonectes
tiomanensis, a species of stone loach
(and the only known member of its
genus) endemic to Malaysia and only
found in a cave on Tioman island.

The Sunda shelf biogeographic region
includes Peninsular Malaysia, the
Sundaic islands of Bali, Java, Sumatra
and Borneo (comprising the Malaysian states of Sarawak and Sabah,
Sultanate of Brunei Darussalam, and
Indonesian Kalimantan), the Philippine shelf (covering only the islands
of Palawan and Mindanao). The
continental Indo‑China portion of
the Sunda shelf (Thailand, Cambodia,
Vietnam, Laos PDR and Myanmar)
was assessed at a previous workshop,
allowing experts at this meeting to
focus on the current situation in Malaysia and Indonesia.

SZB and ALPZA communities kindly
thank Lesley for her commitment
towards excellence within the
Z&A community by volunteering to
conduct this course. We also acknowledge the following for funding this
course: Chester Zoo, Paignton Zoo,
HMJ Design, Mike Bird and Parque
das Aves. Both associations would
particularly like to thank Yara Barros
and Arnaud Desbiez for their engagement with this training.

© WAZA
Gerald Dick and Achim Steiner, Geneva 26 April 2016.

Sundaic freshwater fish IUCN Red List workshop
© Wildlife Reserves Singapore

Some of the species in the region can
be found in the peat swamps of Sumatra and Borneo (Indonesian Kalimantan). Fishes in such nutrient‑poor
environments can possibly contribute
to the regulation of the carbon‑fixing
cycle, so swamps that have zooplanktivorous fish can become a carbon
sink. When such areas are drained
and converted to oil palm plantations,
the species found in these swamps
and the role they play in the ecosystem is put at risk.
Funded by WRSCF, the workshop also
hopes to raise more public awareness
about these little‑known species of
fish and map out conservation strategies for the near future. This will be
the first of a series of workshops
that will be needed to complete this
important assessment.
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Nathan Hawke – Orana Wildlife Park, New Zealand

Great Ape Centre

In August 2015, Orana Wildlife Park
opened the most ambitious project
in its history – a $6M Great Ape
Centre for New Zealand’s only gorillas (3.0)! Orana raises 100% of funds
for new developments. The Centre
was put on hold for two years due to
reduced visitation/income owing to
the Christchurch earthquakes. Originally a gorilla habitat was planned
however the delays resulted in a
concept revision. Through extensive
consultation the Great Ape Centre
(GAC) can hold two species of great
apes (in completely separate areas)
within the one complex. Sumatran
orang‑utans will be added in 2016.
Visitor numbers have significantly
increased since gorillas arrived.
Orana consulted extensively to
ensure that a state‑of‑the‑art
habitat was created. Experts visited
Christchurch to determine a suitable location for the habitat and had
input to our plans. Our team visited
other ape exhibits in New Zealand,
Australia and America for in‑depth
tours and discussions with keepers
and maintenance staff to identify
key features of their exhibits. The
knowledge gleaned ensured that
Orana’s habitat meets the highest
standards of animal welfare.
Notable features of the exhibit (for
gorillas) are:
• 453 m3 indoor day room with
eco chip floor.
• 1500 m2 outdoor habitat.
• Specially blended grass with edible
herbs in outdoor area.
• Extensive play equipment in both
indoor and outdoor areas.
• Water drinkers located throughout.
• Shallow ‘paddling pool’ outdoors.
• 641 m2 building and day room
heated to a constant 24 degrees
(ducts enable fresh air to filter in).
• Heated floors through dens assist in
humidity control (when washed).
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© Orana Wildlife Park
Exhibit entrance.

Visitor impact
Bringing New Zealand’s only gorillas to Christchurch is something
immensely positive for local people
following the earthquakes. The Great
Ape Centre significantly increases
the appeal of the Canterbury region.
Furthermore gorillas dramatically
enhance the quality of a Park visit
and naturally visitation has dramatically increased since the arrival of
the animals. Anecdotal evidence
shows the average time visitors
spent viewing gorillas is over 20 minutes – some watch the apes for over
one hour – and people often re‑visit
the habitat during the day.

Conservation/education
Orana supports the breeding
programme for Western Lowland
Gorillas in Australasia by raising
awareness on gorillas and providing a home for bachelors until they
may sometime in the future be
needed for breeding elsewhere.
Orana partnered with Zoos Victoria
on two advocacy campaigns highlighting that our lifestyle choices
impact great apes: ‘They’re Calling

On You’ (gorillas) and ‘Don’t Palm Us
Off’ (orang‑utans), broadening the
reach of the messages in Australasia.
Extensive interpretation conveys
this messaging through a variety
of mediums (TV screen, tablet on
interactive table, wall ‘murals’ and
static panels at strategic locations).
Orana has partnered with Re:Mobile,
a New Zealand firm that recycles,
refurbishes and remarkets second
hand phones. Park visitors can drop
their old phone in a collection box to
directly support gorilla conservation.
At Orana, conservation messages are
delivered through an internationally
recognised framework: “Connect,
Understand, Act”. This model was
developed to provide zoo visitors
with the motivation, understanding
and skills necessary to take part in
actions that lead to a sustainable
lifestyle. ‘They’re Calling On You’ and
‘Don’t Palm Us Off’ were implemented based on the framework.

© Orana Wildlife Park

© Orana Wildlife Park

© Orana Wildlife Park

Cost effectiveness
The GAC was completed on budget
($6M including GST) and construction
took less than one year! Orana raises
100% of funds for all projects and the
Great Ape Centre represents half the
build cost of the entire zoo to date!
Delivering one habitat, that will hold
two high profile species of Great Apes
for $6M is a champion effort!
http://www.oranawildlifepark.co.nz

A collective design approach combined with active project management from design, construction to
delivery helped control costs. The
support from the local contractors
resulted in an economical development. Every stage was commercially tendered but contractors went

above and beyond and genuinely
‘bought in’ to the project. Likewise,
timely assistance from staff at other
zoos assisted in the planning process.
The exhibit was a true team effort.
Gorillas have been a highly anticipated arrival and our team are delighted
with the outcome.
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Kara Hahn – Texas State Aquarium

Saving
Sharks
Proving to people that one of the
world’s most efficient apex predators
desperately needs their help may
sound a little perplexing. But the fact
of the matter is that this same animal,
made famous for its razor sharp,
shred‑ready teeth, streamlined and
counter‑shaded body, is very quickly
and violently disappearing from our
oceans. That’s right, it’s time to face
our fears and look at who really needs
to be saved: sharks.
Due to unsustainable fishing practices, habitat alteration, climate change,
and finning, shark populations have
declined between 70 and 90 percent
in recent years, leaving many of them
swimming toward the endangered
species list. Humans, unfortunately,
have had a heavy hand in getting
them there. The good news is we
can help turn their grim fate around.
Passing on all shark products, consuming only sustainable fish, fishing
responsibly, and learning more about
your local shark populations are all
things you can do to make the oceans
safer for sharks – which makes it safer
for us all.
Helping to illustrate the various ways
in which we can and are conserving
shark species is Saving Sharks, the
newest exhibit brought to you by the
Texas State Aquarium, OCEARCH, the
Houston Museum of Natural Science,
and the Harte Research Institute for
Gulf of Mexico Studies at Texas A&M
University‑Corpus Christi.
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Andrés Palmerio & Eric Sambón –
Fundación Temaikèn, Argentina

Building Shelters
for Integrated Bat
Conservation

©Texas State Aquarium
Megalodon Jaw and kids.

© Meredith Sanders
Great White Shark.

Led by Founding Chairman and Expedition Leader Chris Fischer, OCEARCH
is able to bring live shark tracking
straight to your fingertips via the Internet and their Global Shark Tracker.
Follow majestic creatures such as
Katherine, the 14-foot great white
who has swum over 15,000 miles in
the two years since she was tagged,
or cruise alongside Sam Houston, the
10-foot long tiger shark tagged off
the coast of Port Aransas last summer.
OCEARCH plays a critical role in providing scientific information necessary
in tracking and measuring shark species across the globe, helping to lead
and better steer conservation efforts –
because an ocean without sharks is
truly terrifying.

©Texas State Aquarium
Ocearch shark tracking station.

Saving Sharks aims to support the
above mentioned conservation
practices by furthering learning about
these often misunderstood predators
using facts and educational efforts to
combat negative or menacing ideologies. Designed to appeal to the whole
family, Saving Sharks is a fun, interactive, and informative exhibit. It features a live touch exhibit area where
visitors can see and feel whitespotted
and brownbanded bamboo sharks and
epaulette sharks, track great whites
in real time, and even stand inside a
life‑sized underwater diving cage.

The king of the shark world, the great
white, is well represented throughout the exhibit, especially where
OCEARCH is concerned. OCEARCH is
a non‑profit organization and leader
in open source data collection and
research concerning great whites and
other apex predators and plays a big
role in the exhibit.

https://texasstateaquarium.org

Scientists have stated that the presence of sharks is actually an indicator
of a healthy reef system, as these
top‑down predators keep marine
populations in check and help to
regulate the oceans. If you remove
sharks from the equation, other marine life go unchecked, thus disrupting the balance and healthy equilibrium sharks provide.
Designed to capture the hearts and
minds of budding conservationists
and lifelong shark fans alike, the
Texas State Aquarium’s new Saving
Sharks exhibit will inspire visitors to
take a dive into the amazing underwater world of sharks to help conserve these beautiful and fascinating –
not fearful – fish!

© Andrés Palmerio
Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii), one of the 14 species of bats captured.

Bats are an important group of
animals because of the services they
provide to the ecosystem and us
humans. Bats that feed on fruits are
important seed dispersers, helping
the maintenance and regeneration of
the forest; those that feed on nectar
pollinate a variety of night flowers.
An insectivorous bat can eat more
than 1,000 insects in a single night; for
this reason, they are allies in controlling nuisance insects and crop pests.
Likewise, carnivorous bats help with
rodent control.
Fundación Temaikèn has developed a
bat research and conservation project
more than two years ago at the Osununú Natural Reserve and its neighbour, the Teyú Cuaré Provincial Park.
Working together with the conservation programme of Bats from Argentina, these two protected areas were
certified as an Important Area for Bat
Conservation by the Latin American
Network for Bat Conservation, based
on richness and characteristics of the
bat species found in the area.

One conservation approach is to
place alternative shelters to provide
bats secure places to stay, preventing
them from staying on buildings and
for conducting research activities. For
this reason, and within the framework
of our project’s actions, along with the
Association of Integral Therapy and
Mental Disability Assistance (ATIADIM) we proceeded with manufacturing 20 shelters built with plates
made from recycling material (Tetra
Brik), donated to us by the Tetra Pak
Company. Shelters were designed and
produced by operators of the sustainable carpentry at ATIADIM. ATIADIM
commits to recycling, sustainability
and labour inclusion, providing employment opportunities for integration and development to people with
intellectual disabilities.
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The delivery of the shelters provided
an opportunity for an interactive
exchange with the various actors
involved. This way, all actors became
aware of the value of their contribution in an effort that integrates
various components, knowing how
their participation in the project
contributes to wildlife conservation.
In this event, we shared with the
carpentry operators a presentation
about general characteristics of bats,
their feeding strategies, myths and
biological relevance, emphasising the
importance of bat conservation. For
their part, the carpentry operators
shared their experience in building the
shelters, what they have learned and
which challenges they encountered.
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John Werth – Pan‑African Association of Zoos and Aquaria (PAAZA), Florida, South Africa

Penguin Find: Conservation
and Research Project with
Community Campaign

The shelters were then placed at
Temaikèn Biopark. Visitors are invited
to develop similar shelters, promoting
action to build a new conservation vision for a group of animals that is usually associated with negative popular
myths. This will help encourage a
positive relationship with wild species
that live with us in natural environments, towns and cities.
In addition, shelters were placed in
Osununú Natural Reserve, where
studies on local bats are being
conducted. These studies encompass population, community and
behavioural ecology as well as health
investigations. Placing shelters
should allow colony formation in
locations accessible for sampling and
monitoring. So far, we have captured
more than 250 individuals from 14 of
the 36 bat species reported for the
province and 63 recorded in the
country. More than half of the species
recorded are of conservation concern.
This work has been done with support
from The Rufford Foundation, which
funds our field and education work.
Scientific information obtained from
our studies increase the awareness
of bats necessary for implementing
conservation actions.

© Fundación Temaikèn
Bat shelter placed at flying fox (Pteropus vampyrus) exhibit.

At Fundación Temaikèn we understand that conservation of biodiversity is a commitment to and by all. By
respecting differences and promoting
equal opportunities, we build the path
towards full and effective participation and inclusion of all people with
and without disabilities. Thus, this
initiative combines research, environmental protection, social inclusion
and education, strengthening our
commitment to protecting nature
together.

…An insectivorous
bat can eat more
than 1,000 insects
in a single night…

© PAAZA
African penguins.

In aligning ourselves with global
trends, WAZA strategies and visitor
expectations, the Pan‑African Association of Zoos and Aquaria (PAAZA) in
conjunction with East London Aquarium have established a conservation
and research project – Penguin Find.
One of the most important climate
indicators, the endangered African
penguin (Spheniscus demersus) has
been seen in abundance in the waters
off the East London coast. East
London Aquarium is the holder of one
of the most genetically sound assurance populations within the PAAZA
conservation initiative, the African
Preservation Programme (APP). Following on from the successful DNA
sampling and trans‑pondering of the
resident African penguin population
at East London Aquarium in November 2015, a research programme has

been established in conjunction with
PAAZA to find and monitor African
penguins in the East London region.
This research programme involves
academics, scientists, rangers, the
South African Police Waterwing,
fishermen and skippers/commercial
captains.
For the past four to five years, there
have been significantly cold currents
gracing the East London shores over
the summer period, but bringing with
it changes that are new to the area.
The area has experienced an annual
red tide in varying intensities and a
number of stranded marine animals
that all seem to relate back to the cold
water temperatures and upwelling.
Most significantly, the 2015 season has
seen the unprecedented influx of African penguins just off the East London

city coastline. It is normal to encounter
small groups of birds at a time, but last
year sea monitoring estimated over
a thousand birds in one area for an
abnormally extended period. This coincided with an upwelling way beyond
previous boundaries. There are a number of unanswered questions on why
and how African penguins are around
the East London area in such significant numbers, where they are from,
where they moved to and, importantly,
where they are colonising. Based on
various other research initiatives along
this famous coastline, this may be the
initial stage of a mega‑event for the
East London area and for this endangered species.
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In an effort to document any sightings of African penguins in the East
London area, PAAZA in conjunction with East London Aquarium
have put together a community
campaign where they request the
Buffalo City (East London provincial
region) public, communities and
visitors to forward any information
of sightings of African penguins at
sea or on land using their mobile
phones. This campaign has been
launched as www.penguinfind.com
and it invites the public to forward
geotagged pictures via WhatsApp
to the website or via Google maps
tagging on an embedded map in
the website. This information will be
collated with relevant scientific data
to contribute to the overall research
of this endangered species and
climate change.
Importantly, East London Aquarium
will continue to address the reality
of stranded African penguins that
need medical assistance. Most important to this research programme
is the involvement of the greater
community of East London and visitors to the region. This is a research
project with a community‑based
campaign attached entitled Black &
White is the New “Gold” and will be
coordinated under PAAZA through
its various portfolios. We will be
bringing in a strong oceanographic
component, along with scientists
and students. This will further compliment the successful and crucially
important genetics component
through our partner NZG/NRF
and their national laboratory and
biobank. There is considerable concern about the poor conservation
status of the African penguin and
that it may become extinct in the
future, if drastic conservation steps
are not immediately implemented.
Through Penguin Find and its
related research, we intend to address many areas of research needs
identified in the African Penguin
Biodiversity Management Plan.
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John Werth – Pan‑African Association
of Zoos and Aquaria (PAAZA),
Florida, South Africa

Bush Meat
Crisis Africa

Rural communities rely heavily on
hunting for food for their income.
Bush meat is consumed by subsistence hunters and also sold in markets
in Central and East Africa. Though
deforestation and habitat loss are
often cited as the primary causes of
local wildlife extinction, hunting for
both local consumption and large
commercial markets has become
the most immediate threat to the
future of wildlife in Central and
East Africa and is fast spreading
across Africa. The magnitude of the
present‑day commercial bush meat
trade is driven by the lucrative local
and international markets of Asia,
Europe and America. This demand
involves the poor hunters, moderately rich middle men and very rich
final consumers. It should be noted
that the majority of local community
members do not benefit from the
commercial trade but bear the brunt
of its consequences. This commercial market threatens the survival
of many species, including several
unique species in the dense forested
regions of Africa.

…commercial
bush meat trade
is driven by the
lucrative local
and international
markets…

Though many of the communities
are still using rudimentary hunting
methods, covertly the population
explosion being witnessed among the
communities neighbouring protected
areas cannot match the replenishment of dwindling wildlife resources.
The situation is exacerbated by unprecedented degradation of ecosystems like wetlands, forests and savannahs, for expansion to acquire more
arable land, settlement and grazing
among others. Wildlife habitats have
become islands in the sea of human
beings. Though deforestation is an
obvious problem to wildlife as it is the
destruction of their habitats, hunting
constitutes a comparable threat to
the ecosystem itself.
Migratory corridors no longer exist
between major wildlife habitats and
they have since been replaced with
dotted community subsistence farms.
This has resulted in another challenge,
that being of constant crop raids by
wild animals and hence creating human–animal conflicts. This problem is
so rampant in communities neighbouring national parks and wildlife
reserves that the communities hate
park rangers. Communities now hunt
down wildlife with all their might as
they are seen to be depriving the
communities of their subsistence.
There is a need to show communities how to implement alternative
interventions. Initial results seem to
indicate that these alternative methods are starting to be accepted and
have a positive effect.

© PAAZA
Man traps used for indiscriminate bush meat hunting.

Hunting of wildlife in East Africa
is illegal in most protected areas,
apart from the few wildlife reserves
where sport hunting is permissible by
registered companies and communities. Despite all this, illegal hunting in
major national parks is going on unabated. Sophisticated weapons like
automatic rifles, wire snares and man
traps are indiscriminate because they
do not give a fair chance of survival
to animals. The hunter does not care
whether it is breeding season or not.
This does not allow for natural replenishment of wildlife populations.
In most cases, women are involved in
the bush meat trade while poaching
is reserved for men. The subsistence
way of hunting, which was sustainable and promoting livelihood enhancement in the past, has currently
been severely compromised.
Central and East African countries
through their lead agencies on wildlife and environment conservation, in
partnership with local communities
and non‑governmental organisations, are engaged in collaborative
approaches that discourage the
consumption and hunting of bush
meat through alternative livelihoods

and awareness creation. Environmental clubs in schools have been
strengthened with the aim of imparting knowledge and skills among the
young people for positive action
and stewardship towards wildlife
conservation and environmental
management. Residential camps and
excursion trips for children are an
effective approach to inspire children
from communities neighbouring
protected areas. After training, these
children return home and influence
others positively as role models on
environmental issues. Community
members and teachers are always
sensitised through workshops on the
benefits, challenges and solutions of
wildlife management. It should also
be noted that priority is given to local
community members for employment as wildlife rangers, guides or
scouts. Some countries have established a community wildlife surveillance network in the area by educating hunters on the best procedures
for reporting animal carcasses found
in the forest. The goal of this community‑based surveillance system is
to allow for continued, sustainable
monitoring of potential disease outbreaks and illegal hunting.

Through the Pan‑African Association
of Zoos and Aquaria (PAAZA) and its
Central African, West to East Coast
chapter based at the Uganda Wildlife
Education Centre (UWEC), outreach
programmes have been implemented. This involves teams from UWEC
visiting the most remote villages to
advise them on the perils of bush
meat trade and assist them with
establishing alternative food sources.
In addition to this, curriculum‑based
literature and programmes have
been developed for schools and
teachers. Embracing all this is the
enormous conservation drive working with rangers and reserve managers in re‑establishing migratory corridors through working with farmers
and communities.
The next phase of Bush Meat Crisis
Africa is to raise the level of participation by creating global awareness of
the destruction of this trade to ecosystems and the real‑life potential of
the spread of fatal diseases emanating from bush meat added to assisting local communities in developing
alternative food sources.
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John Werth – Pan‑African Association of Zoos and Aquaria (PAAZA), Florida, South Africa

Markus Gusset – WAZA Executive Office

Cape Vulture Breeding and
Reintroduction Programme

Second Joint TAG Chairs Meeting

This is the first study to look at the
survival of captive‑reared Cape
vulture (Gyps coprotheres) chicks.
The project plans to expand supplementations in South Africa, with the
long‑term goal being the reintroduction of the Cape vulture to Namibia,
where it is now extinct as a breeding
species.

© PAAZA
Cape vulture
posing.

Captive breeding and reintroduction
programmes have proven successful
for vulture populations in Europe and
India. However, all vultures cannot
be lumped into a single category.
Cape vultures behave differently than
Griffon vultures in Europe, or Oriental white‑backed vultures in India,
and cannot be managed (housed
and bred) in exactly the same way.
This study identifies the best age to
release Cape vultures and determines
age‑specific patterns in ranging and
competitive behaviours.
The first release of three different
ages of captive‑bred Cape vultures
was into the Magaliesberg Mountains,
South Africa, in February 2015. These
chicks were all raised at VulPro. Since
the most important part of any reintroduction and research programme
is post‑release monitoring, each bird
was fitted with a solar‑powered GPS
tracking unit. For the past year after
release, VulPro has monitored the
integration of the released Cape vultures into wild populations by observing ranging and roosting behaviours
(using the GPS units), competitive
behaviours, weight gain and body
condition, all at VulPro’s vulture restaurant. Key conservation research
questions for the reintroduction are:
How quickly will these chicks explore
new areas? How do their behaviours
differ from wild birds? And (long
term) will they return to the release
site to breed?
Specific objectives of the programme
are:

Second Joint TAG Chairs Meeting.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Supplement the existing
Magaliesberg Cape vulture population with viable, free‑ranging captive‑bred individuals that require
minimal long‑term management.
Identify the best age to release
Cape vultures to maximise survival
and minimise conservation organisations’ resource use.
Identify age‑specific patterns in
ranging behaviours and range
accumulation of released captive‑bred Cape vultures.
Produce a baseline dataset of wild
vulture competitive behaviours.

5.

6.

Identify age‑specific patterns in
competitive behaviours of wild
and captive‑bred Cape vultures.
Publish the protocols used for egg
collection, artificial incubation and
housing of Cape vultures.

The Cape vulture programme is a
PAAZA African Preservation Programme (APP). All birds are registered in the PAAZA studbook, which
is coordinated by VulPro.

© AZA

On behalf of the WAZA Committee
At one of the workshops during the
for Population Management (CPM),
Joint TAG Chairs Meeting on “GSMPs:
the Association of Zoos and AquariWhat’s in it for me?”, participants
ums (AZA) organised the second Joint tackled two fundamental questions
TAG Chairs Meeting. The meeting
related to GSMPs and collaboratively
was hosted by Omaha’s Henry Doorly identified the following three priority
Zoo and Aquarium in Nebraska, USA
issues per question:
from 16 to 18 March 2016. Taxon
Advisory Group (TAG) (vice) chairs
Question 1: Can you think of conand colleagues with equivalent posicrete situations or conditions where a
tions playing an active role in regional GSMP would benefit your species?
collection planning were invited to
this meeting. A total of 164 delegates • Demonstrable genetic and
from 24 countries participated at the
demographic benefits
meeting – even more attendees than • Stronger international participation,
at the ground‑breaking and extremeinvolvement and communication
ly productive inauguration event in
• Stimulate a One Plan approach
the Netherlands two years ago (see
(linking ex situ and in situ
WAZA News 2014/3)!
conservation)
Not only is it important that TAGs be
well‑versed in WAZA’s Global Species Management Plans (GSMPs)
and other forms of inter‑regional
population management, it is also
vital that they develop and foster
inter‑regional TAG‑to‑TAG networks.
These relationships are critical to
successful cooperation among our
various zoological regions and with
our global partners, including IUCN
SSC Specialist Groups.

Question 2: What would make you
initiate a GSMP for your species?
• Lack of success in managing
regionally
• Added value of international
collaboration (including shared
expertise and range‑state
involvement)
• Availability of resources
(including people and time)

At the CPM Meeting that preceded
the Joint TAG Chairs Meeting, three
new GSMPs were approved – for
anoa, banteng and babirusa. This
is a concrete and tangible product
directly resulting from the first Joint
TAG Chairs Meeting in 2014 (see
WAZA News 2014/3), which increases
the number of working GSMPs from
six to nine.
Following the Joint TAG Chairs
Meeting, the AZA Mid‑Year Meeting was held in Omaha, as to make
sure there was ample opportunity for
TAG‑to‑TAG discussions as well. CPM
would like to thank AZA for organising the meeting, Omaha’s Henry
Doorly Zoo and Aquarium for being
a gracious host, and all the zoos and
aquariums that enabled their staff to
travel to the meeting.
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Markus Gusset –
WAZA Executive Office

Update on
International
Studbooks
There are currently 130 active international studbooks (ISBs), including
159 species or sub-species (eight ISBs
cover more than one taxon). The
following events regarding ISBs have
occurred since 1 january 2016:

ISBs archived
• On 16 March 2016, CPM decided
to archive the Blyth’s tragopan
(Tragopan blythii) ISB.
• On 16 March 2016, CPM decided
to archive the Cabot’s tragopan
(Tragopan caboti) ISB.
• On 16 March 2016, CPM decided
to archive the black‑faced impala
(Aepyceros melampus petersi) ISB.

ISBs established
• On 16 March 2016, CPM approved
the establishment of an ISB for
the black‑winged starling (Sturnus
melanopterus), kept by Anaïs Tritto
(Cikananga Conservation Breeding
Centre, Indonesia).

Transfer of ISBs
to new keepers
• On 16 February 2016, CPM approved the transfer of the white
rhinoceros (Ceratotherium simum)
ISB to Samantha de Belle
(Flamingo Land, UK).
• On 16 March 2016, CPM approved
the transfer of the Mauritius pink
pigeon (Columba mayeri) ISB to
Harriet Whitford (Durrell Wildlife
Conservation Trust, UK).

Transfer of ISBs
to new institutions
• None

Pending issues
• As of 31 March 2016, no issues are
pending.

71st WAZA Annual Conference and Technical Congress 2016
will take place in Puebla, Mexico, 9–13 October 2016
The conference will take place in the Grand Fiesta Americana Hotel.
For registration and accommodation booking please visit
the WAZA website.
Early Bird Registration is open until 31 May 2016.
The general theme of the conference is
People and Conservation: Zoos and Aquariums as Agents of Change.
Keynote speakers include
• Cristián Samper – Wildlife Conservation Society, USA:
Zoos and Aquariums as agents for conservation
• Lorenzo Rojas Bracho – Instituto Nacional de Ecología
Cambio Climático (INECC), Mexico City:
Vaquita’s double trouble

Call for Papers
• Contributions are sought on zoo and aquarium wildlife conservation,
education and advocacy programs/activities which target and
engage people and communities.
• The main threats to biodiversity are humans and human practices;
and we won’t reverse species and habitat decline without directly
targeting humans and human behavioural change.
• This was a major recommendation of WAZA’s strategy Committing
to Conservation (2015). So as zoos and aquariums how are we
progressing this and what more can we learn about it?
Deadline for submission: 31 May 2016, please use the form
provided on the WAZA website.
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The Renowned Expert on Large African Mammals
Has Died Suddenly Aged 45

• Communication Executive:
Hyatt Antognini Amin
Hyatt.AntogniniAmin@waza.org
biodiversity.decade@waza.org

© Julie Larsen Maher
African Elephant.

New Directors
• Don Moore has been appointed
Director at Oregon Zoo | USA
• Volker Homes has been appointed
Executive Director of VdZ (Verband
der Zoologischen Gärten) | Germany
• Jochen Reiter has been appointed
Director at Aquazoo Düsseldorf |
Germany

New WAZA Members

• Alejandro Grajal has been appointed President and CEO at Woodland
Park Zoo | USA

• 2016:

• 2017:

• Masami Kurobe has been appointed Director at Nagoya Higashiyama
Zoo | Japan

• 2018:

• Damnica Malsinghe has been appointed Director at Dehiwala zoo |
Sri Lanka

• 2019:

• D. N. Singh has been appointed
Member Secretary at the Central
Zoo Authority | India

Barcelona, Spain |
15–19 Oct 2017

Bangkok, Thailand |
21–25 Oct 2018
Buenos Aires, Argentina |
3–7 Nov 2019

WAZA Membership
as of 30st April 2016
Associations
Institutions
Affiliates
Corporates
Life and Honorary members

• Swapon Kumar Sealsarma has
been appointed Director at Assam
State Zoo Cum Botanical Garden |
India

Africam Safari, Puebla,
Mexico | 9–13 Oct 2016

Obituary

Peter Lupták

• Personal Assistant:
Cliff Hannan
secretariat@waza.org

Future
WAZA
Conference
Venues
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Zoo Bojnice, Slovakia

• Executive Director:
Gerald Dick
Gerald.Dick@waza.org

• Conservation/International
Studbooks:
Markus Gusset
Markus.Gusset@waza.org
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• Eric Bureau has been appointed Director at Parc des Oiseaux | France

• Oakland Zoo | USA |
as institutional member

22
283
16
16
113

Peter Lupták in Africa.
© Archive of PL

Peter Lupták passed away in a tragic
car accident in Africa on 17 November 2015. In his early years, Peter
had studied zoology at the Faculty
of Natural Sciences of the Comenius
University in Bratislava, Slovakia,
he had attended internships at the
Smithonian Institution and the British Museum of Natural History, and
he had worked as a research assistant at the Zoology Institute and
the Department of Ecology of the
Comenius University. As time passed,
Peter had focused his research on the
taxonomic and biogeographic assessment of African mammals, especially
carnivores, primates, and ungulates,
and, in 2001, he took a job as a chief
zoologist in the Bojnice Zoo, Slovakia.
In his 14 years in the Bojnice Zoo,
he created a new graphic style,
introduced the publication of yearbooks, co‑authored the Bojnice Zoo
Guide (2012), and created countless
information panels, tags and scholarly texts. He brought many rare and
Critically Endangered species and
subspecies to the zoo, such as the
bongo, Roloway monkey, Hamlyn’s
monkey, Barbary lion, golden takin,
clouded leopard and others, as well
as the largest collection of Lake Malawi cichlids in European zoos.
Peter served on expert committees,
and published many popular and
specialised articles, as well as two
books (in Slovak): Slovak Names of
the Mammals of the World (2003)
and, in 2015, Bojnice Zoo, the Slovak
Arch of Biodiversity, which maps the
60-year history of the Bojnice Zoo
and depicts the diversity of species
living there.

Thanks to his remarkable professionalism and personal engagement, Peter enriched not only the Czecho‑Slovak but also the European and world
zoo communities and quickly became
one of the most active members. He
also created the website of the EAZA
Antelope and Giraffe Taxon Advisory
Group, which helps to maintain the
populations of these endangered
African species.

Peter loved Africa. During his travels,
he mapped its disappearing, endangered, and less known species, shot
videos and took breathtaking photos.
He emphasised the popularisation of
nature conservation, and his message
lives on in his numerous activities, as
well as in the people he infected with
his passion and love for animals.
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New Institutional Member

Now
No

Sponsors: Ron Kagan (Detroit Zoo),
John Lewis (Los Angeles Zoo
and Botanical Garden)
• Founded: 1922
• Area: 100 acres
• Collection:
Mammals: 49 species
and 198 specimens
Birds: 24 species and 136 specimens
Reptiles: 32 species
and 135 specimens
Amphibians: 13 species
and 263 specimens
• Staff: 140 permanent, 100 temporary
• Visitors: 750,000 paying 0 free
• Owned by: City of Oakland, managed
by East Bay Zoological Society
• Director: Joel Parrott
• Membership: AZA
• Address: 9777 Golf Links Road, PO
Box 5238, Oakland California, USA
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Oakland Zoo,
USA
•

The Bay Area’s award‑winning
Oakland Zoo is home to more than
660 native and exotic animals. The
Zoo offers many educational programs and kid’s activities perfect for
science field trips, family day trips
and exciting birthday parties. Oakland Zoo is dedicated to the humane
treatment of animals and wildlife
conservation onsite and worldwide;
with 25¢ from each ticket donated
to support conservation partners
and programs around the world. The
California Trail, a transformational
project that more than doubles our
size, opens in 2018, and will further
our commitment to animal care, education, and conservation with a focus
on this state’s remarkable native
wildlife. Nestled in the Oakland Hills,
in 500-acre Knowland Park, the Zoo
is located at 9777 Golf Links Road, off
Highway 580. The East Bay Zoological Society (Oakland Zoo) is a nonprofit 501(c)3 organization supported
in part by members, contributions,
the City of Oakland and the East Bay
Regional Parks.
www.oaklandzoo.org

Download
the App
© Oakland zoo
X‑mas tree recycling.

A fun and educational
free App
packed full of useful
information
with links to social
media for global impact.

© Oakland zoo
Whie‑handed gibbon.
© Oakland zoo
Zoo entrance.

Discover
400 different
animal species

Test new
knowledge in
biodiversity
games

Be inspired with
a new action
everyday

Discover how
Zoos and
Aquariums
are conserving
biodiversity

facebook.com/BioDiversityIsUs
twitter.com/BioDivUs
facebook.com/BioDiversityIsUs
instagram.com/BioDiversityIsUs
twitter.com/BioDivUs
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WAZA Executive Office
IUCN Conservation Centre
Rue Mauverney 28
CH-1196 Gland
Switzerland
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